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Mr. Bill

Crime story

Audit problems

New billing system itemizes
student fees.

Author of self-protection book
urges students to ask questions
about campus crimes.

New audit outlines problems
within Eastern 's administration.
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Text bargain
University frees cash \\Tith free
books frotn Textbook Rental
Stude.nts at many colleges and universities
across the nation have to shell hundreds of
dollars out of their own pockets to buy textbooks for the upcoming term.
Not so at Eastern.
The Text book Rental Service saves Eastern students money by including the cost of
book rental, $65 in student fees, in the students' tuition/fees bill.
Beginning on Aug. 18, after registering
and paying their tuition/fees, students can
pick up their textbooks at the Textbook

Rental Service located in the south end,
ground level of Pemberton Hall.
The Text book Rental Service is usually
open from 8 a.m . to noon and 1 p.m. to
4 :30 p .m. on Monday through Friday .
Special hours of operation are 8 a.m. to
4:30 p .m. on Saturday , Aug . 20; 1 p.m. to 5
p.m . on Sunday, Aug . 21; and 8 a .m. to 8
p.m . on Aug. 22 through Aug. 25.
Text book return times will be posted at
the end of the fall semester before final
exams.

File photo by DeeAnn Villecco

All we are saying.u

Lordy, lordy

Students protest the sexist comments of a Charleston City Council member outside his down- Brother Dan preaches to the unwashed masses in the universitown Charleston offices.
ty quad.

-•Welcome Back Students .....
... We offer a complete list of services ...
• Printing
• Office Machines
• Copies
• Ribbons For
• Resumes
Typewriters and Printers
• • Office Supplies
• Office Furniture
• Graduation
• Fax Service
Announcements • UPS Shipping
• Art and Drafting Supplies
... and much more!

6f Copies ... Everyday!
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If you want just one pizza, it's $7.95.
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Offers good 7 Days a Week
on Carry-Out &Deliver)'
through Oct 16, 19'J4 at:
Charleston • 909 18th Street
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Eastern adopts new billing system
By AMY WOGSTAD
Staff writer

that students can pay 60 percent of
the total balance and the rest in installments.
But there is one major change for
Under a new billing system, students will be able to see a breakdown the person paying by installments of exactly where their student fees are the university adds a 1 percent finance
going .
charge to all accounts with unpaid balEastern began sending out the new ances from previous statements.
bills in May to students scheduled to
"The university had problems in the
live in university housing . The remain- past collecting from students with preder of the students received notices for vious semester outstanding balances,"
tuition due under the new system in Horsman said. "It's taken the universilate July.
ty five years to develop this new poliEastern ' s Bursa r Dave Horsman cy, and we've been testing it internally
said the system is called the Student since April. "
Information System and is composed
All Board of Governors universities
of two parts. The first is the Billing have adopted the new system, but not
Received System, and the second is all have put it into effect," Horsman
the Financial Aid Management Sys- said.
According to the new system, if stutem.
If all goes well, Horsman said, the dents do not pay their entire balance
new billing system will soon include for the fall semester by Nov. 1, April 1
housing and tuition payments due· as for the spring semester or Aug . 1 for
well as other charges such as library the summer semester, the university
fines and parking tickets. Each student will put a hold on the students '
would receive a billing statement every records.
This will keep the students from
month.
"What we ' re shooting for is the receiving grades or transcripts, barring
15th of the month, " Horsman said.
them from the touchtone registration
The bills will be sent to the stu- system and, where applicable , possibly
dents' home addresses until the Sep- losing their housing contracts .
tember statement, which will be sent
Horsman said it will take a few
months for the program to reach
to their local addresses.
Horsman added that it is the stu- every student, and added that there
dents ' responsibility to contact the will likely be a few problems along the
housing office if any changes in way.
"Only time will tell if this plan will
address are made .
What makes this system different work, " Horsman said . "At least people
than the previous billing system are will know how their money is being
the itemized statements and the fact spent. "
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Bill me later
Eastern 's tuition bills will now be itemized to show exactly where student 's
money is going by departments.

Eastern gets parking , landlord pockets cash and boy loses dog
By J.A. WINDERS
Guide Editor
The university's pending purchase of
five lots will result in 150 parking spaces
for Eastern, nearly a quarter of a million
dollars by the landlord and a little boy
losing his puppy.
Matthew Jensik, the 14-month-old
son of Greg and Angie Jensik, is going
to have to give up his puppy, Alex,
because the university and the Jensik's
landlord are forcing them to move from
their home of a year -and -a -half to a
new home where pets are not allowed.
"It might mean much to most people,

Angie Jensik said, "it's just a dog."
"But he's my little boy's best friend."
If approved by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education next month, Eastern
will purchase five lots for $244,000
from Glenn Frederick on Sept. 15.
The lots, 1903 and 1909 S. Ninth St.
and 1902, 1904, and 1908 S. lOth St.,
will provide room for a 150-space parking lot that will initially be used by construction workers for this winter's renovation of the Buzzard Building.
Although tenants received a letter stating that the university and Frederick will
assist in relocation, Jensik tells a story
that is not one of great cooperation from

either the university or the landlord.
The family signed a new lease spanning August 1994 through August
1995. Now, they must be out by Sept.
15.
"I just can't believe this happened ,"
Jensik said. "They just took our house
away. "
"Our son is just now sleeping in his
own room and his own bed."
The family's whirlwind search for a
new home took place during a two-week
span where they looked at 15 different
homes.
"He (Frederick) has not helped us, "
Jensik said.

But Frederick's attorney, Tony Sunderman, SC\id tbe ...owner~ is not, r~sponsi
ble for findfrfg residents 00t1Sihg~ "~
I
Under eminent domain, the taking of
private property for public use, Frederick
is not required by law to seek new property for the Jensiks and is essentially
powerless to stop the sale of property to
Eastern if approved this month by the
Illinois Board of Higher Education.
Jensik said she also received little help
from Eastern.
"Some brilliant mind there asked if we
would like to live in a residence hall, " she
said. "Sure, me, my husband and our little boy living in Andrews Hall."
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Student activism
should start now
In dealing with higher education and politics,
the days of speaking softly and carrying a big
stick are over.
U.S. Sen. Paul Simon's open county meeting in
JVlattoon drew a crowd this summer that resembled an American Association of Retired People
convention rather than a cross-section of the
Illinois electorate.
The attending elderly-who made up nearly
- - - - - - - - 80 percent of the crowd
-demanded the cutting
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ of taxes and the balanc-

Editorial

ing of the federal budget,
while ordering free health care and uncut social
security benefits.
What was troubling beyond the senior citizen's
~!gr~ narro~ 'f4ew of.the world around them,
was the lack of a younger generation's involvement.
As members of this generation of voting
Americans, we must realize these people are
toying with our future.
Politicians respond to v,otes with faces. The
elderly are vocal and visible, and we have been
nothing but shadows.
The elderly are going to wheel over our future
unless we get involved in the process and make
them understand that this nation does not cease
to exist when they do.
Higher education is a politics of a sort - the
squeaky wheels get the oil, while those who run
their course quietly are only rotated every 30,000
miles and handed a simple diploma at journey's
end.
During your tenure on campus, there will be
countless steps in the great higher education tap
dance that you don't agree with or even understand.
Don't just sit there and watch the administration and faculty dance around your concerns.
Yank your hands out of that bag of Cheetos, flip
off that "Fantasy Island" rerun and do something
about what troubles you.
Involvement doesn't require joining the
administration puppet student government, a
campus protest or even a support group.
What involvement does require is standing up
and making sure your voice is heard above the
crowd.
Write letters, pound your fists, nash your teeth
and argue from an intelligent, informed position.
And perhaps bring a big stick just in case.
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Helpful hints on avoiding freshman label
(Editor's note: -This col- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Besides, you will probably be carded, and
umn by Barry Smith,
1976-77 Editor in chief ~'M
that's a dead giveaway.
ale freshman should simply
of the Daily Eastern
If you do decide to
sit
back
and
enjoy
their
own
company
go out, there are some
News, has become a
tradition in the Back to
thing you should know
because, face it, you have no chance.
School and New
Look forward to spending a lot of time about the male-female
Student edition. It
relationship on campus.
talking to your pillow."
remains classic "advice'
If you are a good-look-Barry Smith ing young female,
for freshman. Enjoy itEditor in chief, 1976-77 make it a point to seek
with a grain of salt.)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - out senior men and
It can probably be argued that most
offer to buy them a drink, especially if they
young people continue into college after
look like they might work for the campus
high school so that they can be something: newspaper.
nuclear physicist, teacher, man, whatever.
Male freshman should simply sit back
But when on that first day on campus
and enjoy their own company because,
you sit in your dorm room, a little bewilface it, you have no chance. Look forward
dered at being cut off from your friends
· to spending a lot of time talking to your
and family (perhaps with some relief), your own pillow.
aspirations will seem a long way off.
The ability to dress like an upperclasslt is time to learn how not to be somemen is an acquired trait. The only way to fit
ttting- a freshman. Don't look of help from
in is to have an inherited wardrobe from an
upper classmen, most of whom will deny
older brother or sister who put in at least
ever being a freshman. I was never one.
three years at college.
I came to Eastern with all the knowledge
That's because being a student doesn't
and suave sophistication of, at least, a
pay very well and there's not much attengraduate student.
tion to neatness. So those two pairs of
And you cannot expect aid from other
Levi' s and the clean shirts your parents
freshman. What do they know?
bought you won't look right until they
But out of my own kindness and genhave been reduced to a lump of wrinkled
erosity of The Daily Eastern News, I have
rags in the corner of your room and have
compiled a few tips essential to getting
stayed there for no less than two winters.
through the first few days.
There is one way to get the proper look.
Follow my instruGtions and within two
Whatever clothes you have on right now,
weeks people will stop whispering behind
don't take them off until at.least midterm.
your back and pointing to you on the sideOf course, if you are thinking of joining a
walk. Hell, you may even get invited to a
fraternity or sorority, the problem is much
party.
simpler.
- First of all, make sure everybody knows
Invest in a truckload of double knits, then
you live in a dorm. All freshmen must live
when you arrive on campus buy anything
in dorms, but most make the mistake of
with greek letters on it.
trying to hide the fact.
As far as academic life goes, you'll be
By freely admitting it - even saying that
anchored in a bunch of low-level classes
you like it - you take on the assured air of
that all freshman must take.
one who lives there not by law but by
You can skip the disadvantage by dropchoice. Namely an upperclassmen.
ping subtle hints that you "should have
Frequent the library instead of the bars.
passed this class the first time."
Freshmen still have four years to catch up
It won't necessarily be a lie; you probaon their studies, so most use their free
bly covered the same stuff when you were
time to "socialize", which means loosing
a sophomore in high school. And you
the use of all five senses through the use
flunked it then too.
of some kind of stupor-inducing drug.
If you do happen to get into an upperjuniors and especially seniors are still
level class, answer as many of the instructrying to make up all those incompletes
tor's questions as you can, even if you
and are carrying 21 credit hours to cover
don't know the answers.
up for dropped classes, so you'll seldom
It will clearly label you as a freshman, but
find one living it up.
the upperclassmen will thank you for it.
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Schedules
should be
picked up

Breaking and entering
A campus police officer helps open the locked doors of an Eastern student's vehicle.

After incoming students for
the fall semester have registered and paid by the Aug. 12
deadline, they should pick up
their official schedules and
have their IDs validated according to the last digit of their
social security number.
This can be done in the East
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union by
the following schedule:
Beginning at 8:30 a.m. on
Aug. 19, students with social
security numbers ending in 0-1
can pick up their schedules and
File photo by Jeff Culler have their IDs validated. Students with social security numbers ending in 2-3 can begin at
10:30 a.m. on Aug. 19. Students with social security numbers ending in 4 can begin at
12:30 p.m.
these problems."
On Aug. 22, students with
Included in the book are personal strategies social security number ending
for self defense, many of which were gathered in 5-6 can begin picking up
from Ostrander's 20 years in the pollce. A num- schedules at 8:30 a.m. Stuber of defense recommendations come from dents whose social security
victims of crimes who Schwartz and Ostrander numbers end with 7-8 can
interviewedspecificallyforthebook.
begin at 10:30 a.m. Students
The book also illustrates these strategies with with social security numbers
descriptions of actual events as told to the writ- ending in 9 can begin picking
up schedules and having their
ers ~the victims.
"The best way to back up the strategies in IDs validated at 12:30 p.m.
the books were to use real-life situations,"
Doors close at 3 p.m. on
Schwartz said.
both days.
While the book covers a wide array of topics,
Students not already regisSchwartz said the most important thing to tered for fall semester classes
remember in the event of a crime is that the can register beginning Aug.
crime needs to be reported. He suggests dis- 19. A $25 late fee applies to
cussing what to do with a friend -OF c0l:ll1Selor··, r.egistrnttGrt 6R'I llnd ~this
and to document the crime.
elate: · ., · · ~ ... •· · -··
•

Students should think about campus crime
By SIEVE LYSAKFR
Incoming college students should ask questions and be informed about campus crimes,
according to a new book entitled "Crime at College, the Student Guide to Personal Safety."
The purpose of the book is to "get students
thinking," said co-author Joseph Schwartz.
Schwartz, a former pollce reporter from Ithaca, New York, co-wrote the book with former
Ithaca pollce detective Curtis Ostrander and said
the book is not consumed with crime statistics
so much as it is with personal defense strategies.
Although the book includes a chapter that
assigns crime ratings to 467 colleges, Schwartz
stressed these ratings are based on the FBI's per
capita crime rate of counties with college cam-

puses.
Incidentally, Coles County, home to Eastern,

has a rating of 2.3.
Schwartz said this puts Eastern l 9th on the
low end of the ratings.
"Eastern has a very low, very good rating,"
he said. "Based on figures used in the book,
Charleston is a pretty safe town."
.
St. Louis University, with a score of 14.8,
has the highest crime rate while University of
Northern Iowa at Cedar Falls ranked 1.14, the
lowest on the scale.
· But no matter what crime rates might be,
Schwartz said is imperative that students
become informed about their college towns and
ask questions about crime to prepare themselves.
"Students need to learn how to avoid sexual
harassment and defend themselves from crimes
such as sexual assault," Schwartz said. "In order
to do this, students need to get thinking about

•C~mputer Disks, buy 1get one Free
•Join our Art Club ·· Save 10 %plus
•Use our Postal &Fax Services
Ship UPS With Us

Midtown Plaza
217 Lincoln Ave.
345-4954
Fax: 345-5972

Repair Service

Wrap and Pack Service

Open 7days:
r-------------,I Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m.- 8p.m.
VCR Cleaning I Saturday
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I
Special
I
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I
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I
I
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Charleston Travel Bureau
'"
lI
301 W. Lincoln
~ (Complex Across from Wendy's)
'iii
•Amtrak/AxMoney Gram Agents
11\i
•Complete Travel Arrangements
~
•No Charge for Service
•Credit Cards Accepted
~
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345-7731
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·Need to Buy Stamps?
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How-s:

Midt6wn 'Plaza
217 Lincoln Ave

l-1on-Fri 7:30 a.m.to S p,Jn.
Sat8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

3454954
FAX: 345-5972

Sun 1 p.m. to 5 p:m.

Burger Bash

Fridav

August 1~th ... 6pm

-Stuff your face for FREE!!

Saturday

CCF Olympics

August 20th ... 7pm

-Go for the GO Lb!

Sunday

Worship Service

August 21st... 10:30am

-Come let uJ worship the KING!

Monday

Grubby Game Nite

August 22nd ... 7pm

-Back by Popular Demand!
·
-JELLO Twister (Don't wear a TUX!)

Tuesdav

Taste of Charleston

August 23rJ. .. 7pm

-Sample the finest dining in town.

Wednesday

Jeff Moody in Concert

August 24th ... 7pm

-Refreshments wifr be served!

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE
(Just South of Lawson Hall)

Call 345-6990 for Info.
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Aut,hentit N.exi_can ~ American c~uisine

Free Large Softdrink
Welcome Back Special
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* 1 Coupon per person per visit ·

Open Daily 10: 30 am
(closed Sundays)

East Side of the Square
513 7th Street
Charleston,IL

545-2223
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Jorns did say he was
pleased to receive $1. 7 5
million to purchase move·a b Ie equipment for the
scheduled renovation of
Buzzard Building.
The renovation was
made possible by the
approval of $11.3 million
in November of 1993.
Gov. Edgar approved an
approximately $1.55 million increase in the budget
on July 13 for Eastern.
Part of the raise comes
from a 3 percent increase
in tuition to be instituted
this fall .
Eastern undergraduates
will pay $1 , 920 per year
and graduate will pay
$2 , 004 , but Jorns said
Eastern still has one of the
lowest tuition rates in Illinois.
Faculty will get an average 3. 5 percent pay increase under the new budget compared to a one percent increase for last year.
The pay raises will use
approximately $1.45 million of the budget.
Other key funding increases include $360,000
for improvements to the
university ' s undergraduate
education program , minority educational achievement
and technology initiatives.
Projects slated for priority funding include instructional equipment for the
Foreign Language Lab and
Booth Library and new hiring programs for women
and minorities.
Jorns said it is a goal of
the university ' s Strategic
Plan to raise the minority
student population to 12
percent by the year 2000 .

•
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1-800-FUN-DAYS

By JEREMY R. KIRK
Although Eastern received a 2. 9 percent increase in its operating budget for 1995, the university
will be in difficult financial
circumstances next year,
President David Jorns said.
Jorns said many of the
university's buildings are in
need of work and the current budget will not be able
to cover the costs.
He said Booth Library
alone needs $22 million to
correct problems like overcrowding.
" We ' d rather receive
additional revenue. The
raise was relatively low
compared to other universities," Jorns said.
"Our needs are very significant."
Eastern also needs opera ting equipment that can
not be replaced under the
new budget.
·
Jorns said he does not
expect to receive a significant inc.rE:ase in funds next
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1
1
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
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1113 Lincoln Ave.
(3 Blks. East of Old Main)

1st Time Clients Special!!
1/2 Price Haircut Special

Now!! $5.00

Regular $10
Expires October 1st
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Summer audit finds
19 major problems
Although an audit released in
June criticized Eastern in a number of areas, Eastern President
David Jams said there was "not
much of concern" in the report.
Reported in the audit, which
covered the financial year ending
June 30, 1993, were 19 major
findings including criticism of
Eastem's radio/IV center director for arranging thousands of
dollars in private university contracts for himself and others within the department.
The audit also reported a lack
of controls in:
• Keeping inaccurate records
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Bookstore. The
audit said university was unable to
determine whether differences
between perpetual records and
physical counts were caused by
errors, theft or other losses.
Based on the audit's projec-

tions, the bookstore's June 30,
1993, inventory was potentially
overstated by $11,811.
• University management did
not follow the Board of Governors' regulations when approving
construction activity and justifying
construction change orders.
Two examples were: The university president did not approve
$285,010 in project change
orders and the BOG did not
approve $138,946 in change
orders for the Student Recreation
Center, and the BOG did not
approve $132,000 in change
orders for the new art studio.
• In 14 instances for a total of
$440, employees were reimbursed for non reimbursable
lunches for themselves or others.
In one case, the audit said $62 in
alcohol was purchased, a violation of state travel regulations.
• Eastern students were not
always required to submit proof
of immunity against preventable
communicable diseases prior to

Wesley United Methodist Church
Fourth St. across from Lawson Hall

attending classes.
Despite these and other findings, Jams said the items in the
audit did not amount to much.
"They're meant to draw attention with their wording," he said.
"None of these findings are criminal things, they're meant to help
us assess control problems."
A spokeswoman for the Auditor General's Office agreed with
Jams that the findings in the audit
were not a matter of law, but a
matter of following principles and
guidelines.
Jorns said Eastern agreed to
comply with the regulations and
guidelines suggested by the audit.
He added that most of the
instances reported in the state
audit were also found in the university's internal audits.
In the auditing process of universities, Jams said auditors come
up with preliminary findings and
review these findings with the university and the Auditor General's
Office.

Eastern graduation rates above state average
Eastem's overall graduation rate ranks only second behind the University of Illinois among the
state's public universities in an Illinois Board of
Higher Education study released in early May.
The study tracked freshman classes of 1983-84
through 1989-90, involving more 13,877 Eastern
students. Eastem's six-year graduation rate of 59.7
percent is above the state average of 52.2 p~r
cent.

Enrno., ;-.1

You Are
Invited
To Attend

President: Report 'not much of concern'
By STEVE LYSAKER
Guide editor

~umo1,

B .u·i. To

The nationwide rate is 48 percent.
Eastern's minority graduation rate also ranks
among the peak of state universities.
The university's African-American graduation
rate of 27 .6 percent is nearly seven percentage
points above the statewide average (20.8). The
rate for Hispanics of 49.3 percent is second
among Illinois public universities and more than 16
percentage points above the statewide average.

345-3917

Dale Beck and Joy Schlesselman - Ministers
Sunday Worship- 8:30and11:00 am
Sunday School- 9:50 to 10:40 am
(College Age Class at the Wesley Foundation)
Sunday Vespers - 6:30 pm
Wednesday Informal Communion - 9:30 pm

r-----------r----------,
& Cheddar : Any Chicken

1 Beef

:
I
I
I
I

$1.29

:

(LIMIT 4 OFFERS)

1
:

Valid at Charleston Arby's only. Not
valid with other offers or promotional
discounts. Expires 9/3/94

1

Sandwich
.

~1.99
(LIMjT 4 OFFERS)

I Valid at Charleston Arby's only. Not
I valid with other offers or promotional
discounts. Expires 9/3/94

I

1

:
:I
I
I

.

ggn.

"'

(LIMIT 4 OFFERS)

:

1

Roast Beef :

:

$1 .99

I
(LIMIT 4 OFFERS)
I Valid at Charleston Arby's only. Not
I valid with other offers or promotional
I
discounts. Expires 9/3/94

Valid at Charleston Arby's only. Not
valid w!th other offers or promotional
discounts. Expires 9/3/94

TASTE THE ARBV'S
310 Lincoln Ave.•

Differenee!

Charlestor·r· -348~51·44 '":;I

Some like it hot, some crispy cold.
You can getit either way at
BUMPI&. Enjoy our piping hot
sandwiches including Meatball,
Steak & Cheese, Pastrami, Tuna
Melt or Roast Beef. Or try one of
our fresh sliced cold

sub sandwiches like Tuna, Club,
Turkey or our signature sandwich,

the BLIMPIE Best. We also have
a selection of crisp garden salads,
too! Checkyourtemperature and
come on in to BLIMPIE.

"Serv1ce
.
is the rent

we pay for
living. It is
the very
purpose of
life and
not something you
do in your
spare

•The SVC is sponsored by the Newman Catholic Center

I
I

Chicken Tenderloin Strips

Food, Fun ~ Spirits
Lunch Specials Daily

r-----~-----,I

I
I
I
I
I
I

:I

L-----------L----------~
Try Arby's New Chicken Fingers!

Make Marty' s Your Place for

time."
COME ON BY
-Marian W.
AND CHECK US OUT
Edelman
ATTHE
STUDENT VOLUNTEER FAIR
AT SOUTH QUAD
SUNDAY AUGUST 21, 4-6 P.M.
INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING?
CALL 348-0230

II
I
I

L-----------L----------~
r-----------T----------,
ARBY-Q : Giant

c/tl.arty's
Open 11AM-1AM
Every Day!
· An Eastern tradition _......_
for 20 yearsl

:

430 West Lincoln •Charleston, II •61920

"Buy any 6" Sub Sandwich at regular
price and GET ONE FREE!"

of equal value or less. *
w/purchase of any size drink
Not valid with any other discount offer.
Valid with this coupon only. One coupon per customer

Expires September 30, 1994
•Not valid on delivery

I
I
I
I
I

L---------------~
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Clip-On · 12 pack
Lamps Hangers

TheDailyl<Ja~tern::\"ell· ~

J <t'll

Value
Pillow

Philco
Clocl<
Radio

Mountain Dew

-

Flip

Chair

(12 Pack)
Eagle Thins Potato Chips

Bean
Bag
Chairs

(14.5 Oz)

3 Colors!
Converts from
Chair to Bed!

Door Mirror

1O" Tropical
Plants

18 Gal.
Rubbermaid

Bed Rest Pillow

Asst. Colors
Blanl<ets

Ready to Assemble
Furniture

Desks - Bookcases - More

File Crates

Laundry
BasI<et

919

Foot30inch
Locl<ers

Bookin' to Booth

You loan some, you lose some

State of the Union

Students should not be afraid to
explore the library's musty maze of
books.

In order to make loan life easier, a
new program eliminates the
middleman.

University Union offers a wide variety of services and entertainment.

211 Hh •~TO ~t · nom,

<;;at11rrl a \'

EDITHn

\11g11"t 20

Tilt" Daily t~a!ilft"rn 'C'W!il

Iqq I

Bookworms

Mon - Sat
~~....~-- 5p.m. - la.m.

Friends
&Co•

Students should not be afraid to explore library
By STEVE L YSAKER
Guide editor

•Best Drafts in Town
•Great Pub Food
•Comfortable, Relaxed Atmosphere
•Fantastic Live Music
Thursday, August 25, FREE LIVE MUSIC

Booth offers a num_ber
of reference services

With its ·imposing structure
and musty maze of underground shelves of books
known as the stacks, EastThe following is a list of
ern' s Booth Library can be a
search
and reference serfrightening place for an
vices
available
at Booth
incoming student.
Library:
But Dean of Library Ser• lllinet Online is a
vices Allen Lanham said a trip
computerized
library netto Booth should not be a harwork with a complete list of
rowing experience.
books, magazines, journals,
"It is important that stusound
recordings, videos,
dents know the library staff is
etc.
here to help them access the
Illinet not only locates
collection when the students
these materials at Booth
feel a little lost, " Lanham
Library, but also searches
said .
the
holdings of 40 other IlliWith
approximately
nois academic libraries and
750,000 books, nearly 2 milmore than 800 IIJinois publion microforms, and a numlic
libraries.
ber of audio-video materials,
• FirstSearch offers
Booth ' s collection is not
online access to a variety of
always easy to tap. This is
databases including World
why, Lanham said, students
Cat, the world's largest
need to become familiar with
database
of bibliographic
the library and not be afraid
information.
Limited
to ask the staff the locations
searching is available and
of materials.
interested students should
Unfortunately, Lanham
contact
the Reference Desk.
said many students don't
• Through Interlibrary
come to Booth with time to
Loan, books not owned 'by
learn about the library.
Booth Library may be
"(Students) come here and
checked
out through other
say, 'I have to write a paper
Illinois
libraries.
For assisand I need these three
tance in this area, students
books,"' Lanham said. "They
want to get in and out."
But by learning about what
the library offers and the locaTo help students in finding
tions of these items Lanham ., the sources and resources
'd
d
· 11 '1 ·
~ they ronv n~ed Booth boa.sts
s~n stu ent!t .:~n · mea.rn•;J9!1 , !l) 'fi• l fub1f-~~f - zirf f'i ~r
~"""0 se c JJ ograms
develop good research skills.
u
::
yt_.~): -.. .t·ba.t~ l:rav.e, -.re.pla·~~J., tke
1

should contact the Circulation Desk.
• CARL Uncover is a
computerized index of
approximately 14,000 journals on all subjects and can
be used under the 1llinet
Online system.
• IBIS provides access to
a number of academic
indexes.
• DIALOG is a fee-based
service with access to more
than 300 databases . Charges vary and interested students should contact the
Reference Desk for further
information .
Information on other
library services is available
in the "Information Booth"
pamphlet, which can be
picked up at the Reference
Desk in Booth Library.
· Booth Library's fall hours
are as follows: 8 a.m. to
11:45 p.m. on Monday
through Thursday, 8 a.m.
to 4:45 p.m. on Friday, 9
a.m. to 4:45 p.m. on Saturday and 1 :30 p.m. to
11:45 p.m. on Sunday.

witn Smart Alice - 9:30

509 Van Buren

·

345-2380

[ ! ] . @ ]
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HONG KONG HOUSE
DAILY SPECIALS

~ Sweet Sour Chicken ........................... $4~
~

Chunk of chicken battered, deep fried in sweet sour sauce

~ Sweet Sour Shrimp ............................. $452
~

i
i

raJ
~

Shrimp deep fried in sweet sour sauce

·

~
~

~
~

i

Cashew Chicken ................................. $4~ ~
Diced chicken sauteed with crispy cashew nuts
Chicken with Vegetables ...................... $4~ · ~

Sliced chicken sauteed with fresh vegetables

~ Chicken with Broccoli ...................... ; .. $4~

~

~

~

Stir fried chicken with broccoli, bamboo shoots

~

~

Beef with broccoli stir-fried in brown sauce

~

~

Beef tenderloin sauteed with fresh green peppers and onions

~ Beef with Broccoli .............................. $4~
~ Pepper Steak. .................................... $425

~ Mongolian Beef (spicy) ........................ $425
~ Sliced beef with green onion in spicy sauce

~ Kong Pao Chicken (spicy) .................... $4li
~

Hot! Chicken, diced bamboo shoots in nch brown sauce with red pepper and peanuts

~
~
~

~

~

~

~

increasingly outdated card ~
Served with Fried Rice and Egg roll
~
catalogues.
~ 348-5941 All Day Delivery! 345-3448 ~
The main reference pro
,
.
.;1•50S.:l8th 1:Str.eet; •Charleston
~
•Continued on Page 3
_
_,
•. l ! l • l ! l

.: I

Heart Speaks t o Heart!
Mass Schedule: (starting Aug . 2 1)
Sundays, 11 :00 a.m. and 4 :30 p.m.
Coleman Hall Auditorium, Room 120

Newman
Catholic
Center

I
I~

Wednesdays, 9:00 p.m.
Social following Mass
Newman Chapel, 9th Street &. Lincoln Ave.

Opening Week Events:
Sun., Aug. 21, Cook out
After 11 a.m. Mass (Coleman) come meet people at
Newman Property, next to University Courts
(free gift packs after Mass for new students)

Wed., Aug 24, 9:00 p.m.
Mass &.. Homemade Ice Cream
Newman Center, 9th &.. Lincoln Ave.

Sun., Aug. 28 Opening Picnic
After 4:30 mass (Coleman) venture on down the the
Newman Center, 9t h &.. Lincoln

Newman Catholic .
Center Staff
Roy Lanham
Director
Campus Minister

Holly Walters
Volunteer Coordinator

Father Bob Meyer,
Chaplain

Phone 348-0188

The Daily •Ja!iitern -'e11!lli

Hu·1~ To•• 11001. EniTw' 311

Saturday, August 20, 1994

Library-----------------•From Page 2
grams available at Booth are Illinet
On-Line , which searches for books
available at other libraries throughout
the state , and Carle Uncover, which
searches through more than 10, OOO
periodicals dating back to 1988.
Booth also offers the Illinois Bibliographical Information Service (IBIS) ,
which can be used to search through
sources in categories such as business
periodicals, general science, humanities, the Reader 's Guide and social
sciences.
The Education Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a more specialized form of database that allows students to access the most recent information in the field of education.
And these programs are just a
sample of what is available at Booth

f students would utilize the resources of
''I
Booth to their maximum, they would really be
surprised at the information they can get. "
- Allen Lanham
Dean of library services
Library, said reference librarian Carl
Lorber.
"There are about 44 electronic
indexing sources available ," Lorber
said .
One of the newest of these sources
is PsyclNFO , an indexing program
with access to a large number of psychological reference materials . Lorber

said the program was made available
in July and was "asked for a lot by
students and faculty ."
"It's extremely beneficial if you're
doing research on psychological matters like self-esteem or subliminals,"
Lorber said .
"This is an area that a lot of students have expressed interest in, and

something we were excited about
when it was made available to us."
Booth has also been in the process
of updating other areas to further
serve the students, Lanham said.
"We replaced the microform readers at the end of the semester last
year, we have been updating Illinet
and the students' technology fee
money is paying for six more terminals in the reference area for CDROM databases," he said.
"If students would utilize the
resources of Booth to their maximum, they would really be surprised
at the information they can get. "
Lanham said incoming students
interested in touring the library
should check the tour schedule that
will be posted in front of Booth's Circulation Desk.

ACREDIT
TO GOOD TASTE.
NANCY'S LETTERING SHOP
offers

Introducing the IC8Y:
Student Frequent Buyer Card.
Bring it in ten times and
buy a "TC8Y: product
(Kiddie Cup excluded), and you
get a free ""TC8Y" Shiver... frozen yogurt treat.
Ask us about how you can get one today.

CUSTOM DESIGNS &LETTERING
•Screen Printing • Monograming
• Die-cut lettering • Sew-on lettering
JACKETS• T-SHIRTS• BOWLING SHIRTS
•BALL CAPS • GOLF CAPS • BALL SHIRTS

We feature a full
tine of cakes:

•Birthday
•Gourmet/
Pre--Sllced
• Speclal
Occasion
Over 100

decorations to
choose from.

1721 Madison Ave
Charleston, IL 61920
Phone 217-345-6007

: :, . . . Time • ~aily l lam-4pm
1 Add1uonal toppmgs 70ct each
: Not valid with any other coupon
1
Expires 9/ 18/ 94
L-----------------------~

''TCBY''

The CoWllry~ Best lbgurt®

424 W. Lincoln

348-5556

I
I

lted time.
I
I
nal toppings 954: each.
I
Ng{ alid with any other coupon
: dt valid with any other coupon
Valid only at participating stores 1
: Valid only at participating stores
Expires 9/ 18/ 94
: 1
Expires 9/ 18/ 94
L- --- - - ---- --- ----------~ L-----------------------~
1

I

A few of our

ALL THE PLEASURE. speclalty Items
NONE OF THE GUII1.® are:

#

•Cappuccino
Chi Hers
• Dole®fruit
Blenders
•Banana
Splits
•Pa rfaits

Warm and Waterproof
Wolverine® waterproof boots give
you complete waterproof
protection and comfort.
Try a pair on today.
• Waterproof/
Insulated
•Made In U.S.A

WOLVERINE.
BOOTS

file photo by Elissa Broadhurst

ack

Power to the people
Deborah Norville was the University 's Board's featured speaker for women's history month in
the spring semester of 1994.
I

License to cure ill
''W.e have brochures with times
and services available. It is well
worth anyone's
while to come over
and get one.,,
- Jean Weidner
Staff Nurse
call.
After the facility closes, a
nurse is on duty and a doctor is
on call. During these hours, students must enter through the
rear entrance.
On Saturday, Health Service
is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
with a doctor on call. Health Service is closed on Sundays.
There is no charge for individual visits to Health Service. The

Dorm fever

Need More Space?
For $300 a year you
can have a 7 ft x 9 ft
room to store all your
extra gear at

U-Store Inc.

You carry the key!

345-3334

s

SHOES

~DUETH

QUARE
Ch.irluton•W W9

At

Health Service offers variety of services
When sickness strikes and
injuries occur, look no further
than Health Service to cure your
ails.
Health Servicer conveniently
located on Seventh Street and
Hayes Avenue, provides quality
health care on campus.
Staffed with four doctors and
five full-time nurses, Health Service also has an X-ray machine,
a fully equipped laboratory and a
pharmacy. In addition, they provide free allergy injections, vaccinations and immunizations, as
well as general consultation and
treatment.
"We have brochures with
times and services available," said
staff nurse Jean Weidner. "It is
well worth anyone's while to
come over and get one. You
never know when you're going
to need it."
Health service is open from
7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. weekdays,
with a doctor available from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. From 4 p.m. to
11 p.m. there is a registered
nurse on duty and a doctor is on

M oore Sh oes

&

cost for medication prescribed by
the university doctors for full-time
students starts at $1.50. Maintenance and prescription drugs
given by private physicians are
sold at cost plus handling.
If a student misses a class
because of illness, they can fill
out a slip at Health Service to
give to professors. Professors
can then verify the absence by
calling Health Service.
For after hours emergencies,
students should go to the Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Center.
Health Service must be notified
of all emergency visits as soon as
possible. This assures the processing of insurance claims and
payment of the medical charges.
Counseling for birth control
and tests for pregnancy and
venereal diseases are provided by
the Health Service. Birth control
pill prescriptions can. be filled if
prescribed by a private physician.
All Health Service visits are
recorded and kept on file for
future reference.
- Staff report

OAIDILFI
CHlllPIACTIC
In Charleston

EVEIYTHllC'S FIEE
After ten years of providing Eastern Students with quality Chiropractic care, we are
welcoming the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform our services on your first visit absolutely
free with this ad! This includes consultation, .
treatment, and X-rays if indicated.

Call NOW to schedule your appointment.

UBCOMEDY
PRESENTS:
I
I

Comedian
Robbie Prin-1
Saturday August 27 at I0p.m.
Union "Rathskeller · After dark"

II Ilg[~:'.

Free Admission

I
I

CAlllLFI
CllllPIACTIC
2115 18th St.
Call 345-4065

*New Patients only,
Certificate must be presented on 1 st visit
Expires Oct. 31 , 1994
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MIDGARD COMICS
102 W. Lincoln, Suite 2
Charleston, IL 61920
217-348-8368
Mark Waters & Mike Reinhart, Co-owners

New Comics, Back
Issues, Trading Cards,
Supplies and Toys.

'Student Discounts

Steppin'

'
Ywol~
,,, .

Participants in Eastern's Black Greek Council-sponsored Step Show show off their moves.

(Frame~,~ Lenses}
·A<:t;;:':;;

New loan program cuts out the middleman
and makes the whole process easier..forr, all
..._

Staff writer

Student loan worries may soon be a
thing of the past with the introduction of a
new financial aid program.
The Federal Direct Loan Program, which
went into effect this July, began with the
involvement of 104 colleges, universities
and proprietary schools across the nation.
The University of Illinois at ChampaignUrbana was invited to be one of the 104 to
participate in the inaugural year of the program. Eastern will be added to the list for
the second year, and other schools will add
on gradually.
· University of Illinois Associate Director of Financial
Aid
Craig
Munier said
he believes
this new loan
program will
benefit the stu dents as well as the
schools.
"The Federal · Direct
-~,;;;.;...,r1C-_ Loan Program basically eliminates the
middleman - the lending
institutions, "
Munier said. "The
program is designed

i1•l :11,lf;\~
Daily Special
Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink and Chips

$3 2
• We Honor Any
Competitor's Coupon
•Double Stamps On
Sub Club Cards
Every Mon. & Tues.

636 W. Lincoln
· . 348-SUBS
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Glasses .

You loan some, you -w-in some
By BILL HOCKMAN

'

EIU ~tud~nts,rf'aculty t Admiwstration and Staf(

ARE ALL ELIGIBL,E

'

1

\

to save the taxpayers money while offering
more options for repayment to the students ."
Under the current financial aid program,
Munier said most students receive their
loans through private guarantees from the
federal government. The government then
pays the lenders interest on behalf of the
students.
Munier said the program reduces the
paperwork for the schools dramatically,
considering a projected 15 ,000 students
will be in need of financial aid for next year
at an estimated total of $60 million.
Eastern Director of Financial Aid John
Flynn agrees in the program's capabilities
for making the process easier for everyone.
"Although the benefits for the school are
obvious, it will also greatly benefit the students ," Flynn said.
Currently , it takes approximately six
weeks for a student to receive his or her
processed loan check, Flynn said. Under
the new program , students could receive
their loan checks in as little as 72 hours.
The Clinton Administration will review
the program in 1998 and is predi ct ing
$4.3 billion saved on interest with 40 perce nt of all public schools linked to this program.
For more information on student loans
and financial aid, students should stop by
the Financial Aid Office or call 581-3713 .

2 Blocks East of Old Main
904£. Lincoln, Charleston

Dr. Steven H. Lane O.D.
No other discounts or coupons apply.

IT'S ENDEARING. IT'S ENDURING.
IT'S REAL. IT'S ROMANTIC.
IT'S HOT. IT'S GOLD.

•

•

.\'mhi11~

.1/uki:s l'o11 Fed
. \s ( lood. \....; ( ;oftl. !!Y

FUTON SOFA BEDS

We

make
both
frames
and· ...

Fu_ tons
702 Jackson,
Charleston
Ph. 345-9139

[•f••l

634 W. Lincoln Ave.
West Park Plaza
Charleston, IL61920
Next to Subway

-

Ask about our Student Discounts
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- limpies
430 W. Lincoln

2

- Boatman's Bank
418 6th St.
605 Lincoln

2A

3

- Broadway Video
200 E. Lincoln

4

... C & M Video
440 W. Lincoln

5

.. Carlyle Apartments
820 Lincoln

6

· Coach Eddy's
1414 6th St.

7

... Consolidated Communications
700 W. Lincoln

8

- Craig' s Video
422 Madison
638 W. Lincoln

SA
9 - Dale Bayles
407 W. Lincoln

10 ... Dominoes
667 Lincoln

11 ... First Mid-Illinois Bank
701 6th St.
580 W. Lincoln

11 A

12 ... Gandolfi Chiropractic
2115 18th St.

13 ... Hairbenders
610 W. Lincoln

14 ... IGA
612 W. Lincoln

15 • Ike's Little Campus
University Village

16 - Jerry's Pizza
1508 4th St.

17 ... Jimmy John's

I

1417 4th St.

18 • aBamba
1415 S. 4th St.

19 ... Little Ceasar' s
3W. Lincoln

20 .. Monical's
909 18th St.

21 .. Nancy's Lettering
1721 Madison

22 ... Newman Center
909 Lincoln

23 ... Papa John's
426 W. Lincoln

24 • Stamps & Such
217 Lincoln

25 - St.ix
- 1412 4th St.

Lincoln
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28 - Subway
636 W. Lincoln

29 • TCBY
426 W. Lincoln

30 · Tokens
University Village

31 ... Towne Square Jewelers
634 W. Lincoln

32 ..
33 ...
34 35 -

University Board
University Theatre
University Union
Walgreens
1430 E St.

36 ... Wesley Foundation
2202 4th S.t

37 ... Wilb Walker's
505 W. Lincoln
960 18th St.
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1405 4th St.
1113 Lincoln
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26 .. Stu's/Krackers

27 .. Studio 3

EnlaJued

...

Ha~esAve.

Physical Plant

Boxed Area

.,;

en

Lane
Cl>

u

...e

~

Eastern
Illinois
University

100 Dettro Dr.

- Kmart

1700 Rudy

. . Little Mexico

':'

r

224 Richmond Ave. E.

7 .. Ponderosa

6

Cross County Mall

5 .. J.C. Penney

4

1515 Charleston Ave.

3 . . First Mld·llllnols Bank

1510 Lakeland Blvd .

2 . . Craig' s Video

1412 Broadway

1 ... Broadway Video
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Director·down

Center
keeps healthy
b 0 d y in ffi i fl d'

Eastern housing shuffled
two brothers all graduated from Notre

By MATillEW MARTIN
Staff writer

After only seven months as Eastern's
director of housing, Kevin Cannon is leaving for a similar position at Notre Dame
University.
Cannon will replace Notre Dame's
retiring director of student residence and
assume responsibility for the 6600 students who live in residential housing.
Marianne VanKeuran, Stevenson hall
director, said Cannon's departure is a
great loss to Eastern.
"We will miss Kevin's personality, energy level and availability," VanKeuran said.
A nationwide search for a permanent
replacement will begin in the fall.
Cannon has been associated with Eastern on and off for the past 18 years. He
earned a bachelor's degree in guidance
and counseling from Eastern. Also, he has
held various positions in the housing
department since 1983.
Cannon's said he has mixed emotions
about leaving Eastern. "I have had a great
fondness for this campus," he said.
Cannon also has connections with
Notre Dame. His father spent two years
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Dame.
In addition to overseeing Eastern's
housing office, Kevin gives motivational
speeches around the region. He makes
between 40 and 50 appearances per
year.
His first speech was to Girls State eight
years ago after they were unable to come
up with another speaker. He has been
making the opening speech at Girl's State
ever since, and will continue that role even
after leaving Eastern.
Cannon said his goal as director of
housing was to make Eastern's residence
halls and dining facilities places students
wanted to spend time. He tried to irnplement this concept by acting on studentsuggested improvements.
Big screen 1V in residence halls and
the video jukeboxes in Taylor Hall's dining
room are results of his efforts.
Cannon added that he expects this service-oriented attitude to continue at Eastem despite his departures.
"That philosophy comes down from
the top," he said.
Mark Shaklee, associate director of
housing since 1978, has been named actJuly 31
ff

Students should have no worries about gaining the so-called "freshman 15" with the threeyear-old Student Recreation Center open every
day.
Since the Ree Center' s opening in 1991,
attendance has gradually been increasing, said
Jeff Dvorak of recreational sports.
"The first two weeks of each semester we usually getabout 10,000 to 13,000 students coming through the gate, but after then it tapers off
until the middle of the semester," Dvorak said.
The Ree Center offers a wide range of activities and services including intramural sports, aer. .
obics, basketball courts, racquetball and volleyball
courts, an ipdoor jogging track, cardiovascular
machines, free weights and nautilus equipment.
The use of the Ree Center ls included in the
fees of full..time students, and any students visiting the Ree Center must present a valid ID upon
entrance.
.
Students with friends 'visiting who wish to use
the Ree Center can do so for a small fee. Guests
must visit the Ree Center with a student who has
a full-rune, validated ID.
Students attending Eastern parHime G(;\n purchase a recreation card for the Ree Center.
_Staff report
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DISCOVER US!
You'll find a
"houseful of books"

New & Used!
Classic to Contemporary!
Paperback! Hardbacks!
Fiction! Poetry!
Cookbooks!
Kids Books! Art Books!
Cards! Wrap! Posters!

and much more!
and
We'll Give you 10% Off
"Everything you buy"
*During our
"First Week Sale"*

IfYouAsk!

The Lincoln Book Shop
619Monroe
On the Charleston Square
"Where the Books Are"
Mon-Fri: 10-5pm Sat: 10-4pm 345-6070

*August 22 through August 27
*No Double-discount, No Layaway

u_th-Ben_
~ d_an~d-hi-·s_wi_·f_e_'s_fa_th_e_r_an_d~-in-g_rn_·m_ct_o_r_o_fh_o_us_in_g_e-,ectiv~e~~~-~~~~~~~~
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pin_ So
__

217-348-1041

"YOUR CHRISTIAN SUPPLY CENTER"

Treasure Island Furniture
&
Mini-Storage
10 - 5
Mon-Sat

620

W~st

Ch~rl~stan.

•Bibles• Books• Music• Gifts• Cards•
•Precious Moments • T-Shirts •Video's •
•Wedding Invitations • Church Supplies•

State

11,. 61920

Mother's.
Uptown

348-5141

~~

<-<»

•

Where there's always
something special!

__

i

The Perfect Back to School Menu

i

is at

Let's
Party!

Sure there is!
Enjoy the activities
at the Wesley Foundation:
Thursday, Aug. 18:

;,/jJ

~~~~~~

D.J., Pool, Food, Fun! ...,,,

~i.r~-t:: ~~~I<.
JUST TO GET STARTED!
You're in Charleston aild just found out
there is not much to do!

1443 7th Street

IZEaJ

i
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exp. 9 I 30 / 94

I

exp. 9 / 30 / 94
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Hang out at the Wesley Foundation and meet new people.
5 p.m. Free Supper, Games

Friday, Aug., 19
5 p.m. Free Supper 9 p.m.-1 a.m. Dance and relax
at The Lighthouse, our bar alternative.

Saturday, Aug, 20
9 p.m.-1 a.m. - Coffeehouse Open

Sunday, Aug, 21
5 p.m. Free Supper, Karaoke Sing
and Open Discussion on Bible Studies.

Where?
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
across 4th Street from Lawson Hall

For more information or a ride call:
348-8191or345-3455

Two Large
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Introducing Boatmen's Collegiate Options, a new bapking package that saves you money.
Now you can take care of your financ~, enjoying free usage of our ATMs at the Boatmen's
on Lincoln acros.s from Old Main, uptown on the square, and· at the Charleston Wal-Mart,
plus many other special conyeniences:

• Personal checking account with unlimited check writing privileges
and no minimum balance requirement
• Optional personal savings account
• Free ATM or Boatmen's Banking card with access to our extensive ATM
network including the Charleston Wal-Mart
• Boatmen's Banking Card works like a check but looks like a credit card,
eliminating the ~le of showing extra ID or using out of town checks
• 24 hour access to your account throUgh telephone b~g

To get up to speed on Boatmen's Collegiate Options,
see a personal banker for details today or call 345-2101,
and receive a free gift when you open your account.

Ul BOATMEN•s BANKING
OUR LINCOLN FACILI1Y
Equal Opportuni-ty I.ender WILL HAVE EXTENDED HOURS!
Sat. 8:30 - 5:00 • Sun. Noon - 4:00

MemberFDIC
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JC Penney

Don't Miss
Your Chance
to be a part of

Back..To..School

Eastern's
lOOth
Anniversary
Celebration.

Headquarters
for

...

EMr~f{N
11.1.INC>L'i L:'.\'IVERSflY

Sign Up
for our

Levi 's®

Early-Bird
Special:

C~ilia~
-;{

/

Warbler

Sign up
now for

Early-Bird
Dates:
Tuesday
Aug. 23rd
Wednesday
Aug. 24th

Thursday
Aug. 25th
Friday
Aug. 26th
'
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Arizona®

Eastland®

To be a success in college,
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Portrait
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C{Bed·io-Bag (includes comforter, sheetsJ pillowcase.afid sharn.) 0 >

Bath
0 ~ath towels (4)
0 Hand towels (4)

0 Tumblers
0 Bath scale

0 Washcloths (4)
0 Tissue holder

0 Wastebasket
0 Cosmetics organizer

0 Soap dish

0 Bathrobe

0 Lotion dispenser

0 Bath mat

0 Totally bath (includes show curtain liner, rings and colored plastic bath
accessories.)
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University Union is bastion of fun
It's inevitable that sometime
during the course of the school
year students find themselves in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union because of the
many setvices available.
The union offers a wide variety
of setvices and entertainment from cashing a check and creating a resume to bowling and
watching movies. The union is
comprised of the east wing connected by a glass walkway. In the
walkway, the Video Lounge
shows movies on a bigscreen TV
and provides tables and chairs for
studying.
The union is open Monday
through Thursday from 7 a.m. to
11 p.m., Friday 7 a.m. to midnight, Saturday 10 a.m. to midnight, and Sunday 10 a.m. to 11

B .U 'k TO ~( ·11001. En1T10' 11 H

Welcome Back S~uden~st
TED'S is OPEii
Wednesday-Saturday
I02 II. Sixth St.

tf{)*~'ktf*'ttt<- i:ftr:

p.m.

If you have a break between
classes or need to release your
frustrations, the union has a 12lane bowling alley in the lower
level of the west wing. Along with
the bowling it has arcade games
and pool tables.
Copy Express, located on the
file photo by Landon Fuller
second floor in room 200, is Love me do
where to go for copies, enlargeA Beatles cover band called 1964 rocked out in the University
ments and reductions. A binding
Ballroom in February of this year.
and typing setvice is also available
with typewriter rentals. Hours are
When students need money, own rides by car.
Monday through Thursday 8 a.m. the Check Cashing Station, next
A Cash Station machine is also
to 6 p.m., Friday 8 a.m. to 4 to the University Ballroom, located in the union for students
p.m., but it is closed on the week- enables students to cash checks. with cash cards. The machine
ends.
Personal and two-party checks accepts Cash Station, Easy Teller,
For something to eat, the can be cashed for up to $35, off- Easy Answer, Otto Matik, Money
union houses two places to have campus payroll checks and Network, Cirrus and Exchange
a meal. The Rathskeller, in the money orders up to $60, and cards.
lower level of the east wing, pro- Eastern payroll checks up to
The Craft Depot, across from
vides hot plate specials and sand- $100. There is a 25 cent fee for the bowling alley, is a great place
wiches in a cafeteria-like setting.
cashing checks and a $15 fee on to go to practice hobbies and
The other option hungry stu- returned checks. Check cashing craft making. Calligraphy, phodents have is the campus McDon- -&ourS>lll,fe:Monday t:N"(j)~~)-:Fr:iday-, ography, knitting, pot~\a~· r;
ald's. McDonald's hours are Mon- ' 9 a.m. to 4 p.~ '
other crafts are available to interday through Thursday 7 a.m. to
The Sugar Shack is the place ested students. A mending setvice
8 p.m., Friday 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., to go to satisfy a sweet tooth with and tool rental are also available.
Saturday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., and candy, popcorn and pretzels. The The Craft Depot is open Monday
Sunday 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sugar Shack also has film-devel- through Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For Eastern athletic wear, the aping and a dry-cleaning setvices.
Gosset stressed the imporUniversity bookstore, located on
The University Information tance of using the union's setvices
the main level of the east wing, Center is located in the Sugar because student fees pay for new
provides students and visitors with Shack, in the main level of the programs and promotions. She
a wide array of T-shirts, ball caps, west wing, and provides inforrna- would like to see more students in
sweatshirts and plenty of other tion about campus.
the union for reas6ns other than
Eastern merchandise.
The union ticket booth sells studying.
The bookstore also provides bus tickets to northern Illinois,
"The union is becoming a big
students with the necessities of with Chicago and Champaign study hall," Gosset said. "Students
college life including a fax setvice. being the most popular destina- need to take advantage of the
The hours are Monday through tions.
Union and voice themselves as to
Thursday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., FriA ride board is located on the what services they want and
day 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Satur- wall across from the Sugar Shack need."
day 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
for students to coordinate their
- Staff report
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YEAR-OLDS
PARTY AND
DANCE
ATTED9 S
IN OUR MEW
•UICE BAR!
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Auditions tor< ~
University Theatre
Productions of

THE BOURGEOIS
GENTLEMAN
AND

A CHRISTMAS
CAROL
WILL BE HELD
Monday, August 29
Dermatologist Recommended
Satisfaction GUARANTEED!

AND

..

Tuesday, August 3.0
at 7 p.m.
ON THE MAINSTAGEDOUDNA FINE ARTS CE;NTER

Hurry - Limited Offer!

uare-

•

~weter.s
634 W. Lincoln Ave.
West Park Plaza
Charleston, IL 61920.
Next to Subway

-

ESS

Call 581-3110·--~,,·
for information-~~
AUDITIONS ARE OPEN TO .ALL
REGISTERED STUDENTS!
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RESERVA ON SPECIAL TIL AUGUST 17f"H ...

0

RENT THE BEST FRIDGE '1
PURCHASE A CHOICE DORM
CARPET · ••• AT THE LOWEST PRICES ON CAMPUS •••
THE MINI-FRIDGE
• $1.34 when shared by
roommates monthly.

*$27

• Holds close to 32 12
oz. cans of beverage

PER YEAR

• "Walnut Grain"

SUPER MINI-FRIDGE

*$31

Most asked for units!!
• Holds close to 44 12
oz. cans of beverage
• "Walnut Grain"

PER YEAR

l'REE DELIVERY DAY DORMS OPEN
~

YOU ONLY JUY D
ONECAP£1' Q
FOR YOUlt A
SCHOOL
'lj
CAUER

CARMAN HALL
ANDREWS & THOMAS
LAWSON & TAYLOR
LNCLN, DGLS & STVNSN
PEMBERTON
FORD, McKINNY & WELLER

Aug. 18. 19. 20
On Ninth Street
10:00-4:15
Parking Lot M-East of Dorms
10:00-4:30
Parking Lot W-On 4th St
10:00-4:30
South Parking Lot
5:00-6:00
Front Door
6:00-6:15
Go to Lincoln
See Lincoln for Delivery Times

PLEASE MEET OUR SCHEDULE AND OUR STAFF WILL BE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU, AFTER
**AUG 20TH, SEE THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS FOR NEW DELIVERY INFO OR CALL OUR
CHARLESTON-MATTON ORDER LINE: 217-235-4161

#I Send a $1 5 Refundable Deposit

$29 - Mini Fridge

Q

$33 - Super-Mlnl/Jr. Maxi

NAME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
TOWN~~~~~~~~~-STATE

ZIP_ __

CAMPUS ADDRESS IF KNOWN

Ice Boxer• P.O. Box 512 •Charleston, IL 61920
If you are not sure of your new campus address, don't worry see above schedule and
ua. Guaranteed and fuUy refundable. Written request for refund must be postmadced by August 19, 1994.
EIU

meet

*OR #2 Save Even More and Receive Free
Gifts ($ 10 value)
By simply using the Super Discount Pre-Payment and Gift Order
Coupon not only save $2 more, but also receive a free heavy-duty
extension co rd ($7 value), and a free liter bottle of soda pop. Use
coupon below. See delivery schedule above.

(27 rent+ $15 dep)
($31 rent+ $15 dep)

If you rent an Ice Boxer Fridge (Full
Payment) and buy an Ice Boxer Carpet. Subtract $5.00 off total of check
' by sending this coupot\ in.
.
I perorder

t1.•on

$5.00 on

-----------------------.

ICE BOXER CA RPET ORDERING COUPON

Send to: Ice Boxer P.O. Box St 2 Charleston, IL 61920
Yes, I refuse to live with a cold bare tile floor and understand I will get my Ice Boxer
carpet color/size of my choice delivered to my residence hall. The 6' x 9' fits the best
for all EIU rooms. Please send check or money order by 8117/94. (check I size & I
color).
0
0
0
0
0

6' x 9' $54.95
4' x 6' $34.95
Forest Green
Mauve
Light Gray
.0 O<:ean Blue
OBeige

Nam e - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -::--·:·
..........._
Street .
·

Q

-

1. RESERVATION COUPON

To reserve, fill out this order blank and send a $15 deposit - check or
money order. Please reserve my EIU dorm refrigerator for the 1994-95
academic year at EIU.

All of the carpets w~ ::are
selliog are new ousto&l ' cut
. a~tl
egg es & pgu nd tb
enhance .aesthetics. . and
elim~.nate edge fraying.,fhey'
are Qf the finest plush piles
available to covet the bare
floors of the dorrn and packaged to insure a dirt and
moisture free delivery. Satis ..
faction guaranteed. Limited
supplies so order now.

~

Once you've reserved, the balance of $29 for a Mini, $33 for a SuperMini is collected upon delivery to your dorm. The deposit is returned
after the unit is picket up in MAY 1995.

___ ___

Town. Stat e, Zip ----- - - -- ------------ -- -- Home Phone
Campus Address
(If known)

~

' Don't worry if•you ~ not sure where you ~' gqiog to .Jive, just meet us accordingi+
~the delivery scbeC:lule ~9'1,'~
.· . . .··· · .•.•. "' ./
.. ·
If you.wlsb to ·can<f!f, jUStpqstm~a ~tte.-J;~,US· bX,8119194
jfa:

--.-

+=
\ jf #:::

4f, _,,.,.

:A:N: X

- )~~:,

,

~
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Love/hate relationship

· Shine on

Fired up

Mayor Dan Cougill's bar assaults
have made a definite impact on the
campus.

Lighthouse offers glowing array of
bar alternatives.

University Board gears up for an
entertainment-filled fall semester.

2(
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SUPER FOODS
200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON

WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER
1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON

er'I @A~!~~~~ ~~:c:~R~!~~;T)

L.ow p·ri ce leader
For Qver 5·5 Yea,r.s'i

. '2'

open 6 am - 11 pm

Master, Visa, Discover Accepted

Now Accepting ATM Debit cards
r - - -- -- - -- -

-COUPON· - - - - - - - - - - - ,

F

E

l
i

2 Iiter Coke
. OR

;

.

I

:

COKE Product i'
Expires August 31, 1994
Must redeem this coupon
L - - - - - - - - - - ·COUPON· - - - - - - - - - - - ~
~I>

"'

....

'

•

Guaranteed\
Lowest Pr\ces
Every Day oi
the Week
..

- Open 24 hours
- Food Stamps
Accepted
- Money Orders
39e
-Stamps · ·
-Coupons
Accepted
- Xerox Service
-Lotto

\

I

•'

f

J.

.

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
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Love/hate relationship
Many shidents may not like him, but mayor
has made a big impact on campus lifestyle
A lot of Eastern students hate
Cougill.
And in many ways, this
dislike is well-deserved.
The Charleston mayor has turned social
life upside down·
for many university students. On
June 10, Char- llTIJ~~
leston adopted a
21-year-old barentry age, thus robbing many students of their
traditional
weekend
lifestyles.
The days of
underclassmen
slipping into a bar
for drinks or
socializing are
officially over.
But what one
person in the campus community has
done more than
Cougill? From the
entry-age hike to this
year's so-called "beer
fixing" to the early
bar crackdowns that
set the tone for the
year, Cougill has been the
most effective figure on
campus . His actions have
permanently changed Eastern.
After an election campaign in
which he said he would "not, not,
not" raise the bar-entry age, Cougill
began a series of compliance checks that led
to some bars voluntarily going to 21 and the
city voting to enforce a 21-entry-age.
"My approach was stricter enforcement,"
Cougill said. "I met with bar owners. I was a
little naive. Through awareness and a consistent enforcement (I thought) we'd be able to
get compliance."
Cougill was wrong. Bars were caught more
than 10 times throughout the year serving to
underage drinkers.
Then Cougill went a step further.
After Champaign city officials said they
were considering raising their entry age,

Open 11 a.m.- 1 a.m.
Monday - Saturday
Food served 11 a.m.- 6 p.m.

lotUes:
ing.
But
when
Champaign decided not to raise
----their
age,
Charleston
pressed
on.
What occurred
was a series of
entry-age forums
where most students
in attendance came
out against the
~ entry-age increase
and most perma-wnent residents
favored the increase.
The council approved
the measure.
The students focused
their anger· mostly on
Cougill, claiming he was a
liar for saying he would
"not, not, not" raise the bar. entry age during his campaign
and then pursuing the issue
·
this year.
Despite the campaign statement
against raising the age - one that
Cougill says is taken out of context he said he is not a liar because of the
decision to pursue an increase. He said the
bar-entry age was a privilege, not a right, and
that students had abused the privilege.
Unfortunately, the campus didn't seem to
understand.
The words "Cougill Sucks" were stretched
letter by letter across some windows in
Andrews Hall and letters to the editor following the decision to increase the age were
mostly critical of the mayor.
Nevertheless, Cougill said he believes just
as many students support him as dislike him,
and claims that for every negative statement

Bud, Bud Lt., Miller Lt., lcehouse, Lite Ice,
Coors Light, Keystone Lt. cans, Michelob,
Michelob Lt., Michelob Dry, Michelob Golden
Draft Lt., Zima, Imports, Wine Coolers, Nonalcoholic Beers

On Tau:
Michelob Lt., Natural Lt., Michelob Golden
Draft

Food:
Cheeseburgers, Hamburgers, Fried Chicken,
Grilled chicken, Fried Fish, Cheese Fries,
Cajun Fries, Onion Rings, Chips
Video Games, Pinball Games, Pool Tables,
Darts, Foosball Table, Juke box

345-9845

-

• Continued on Page 5
PAID ADVERTISEMENT

jWHAT'S COOKIN' l

11ilff1iI!ft!lt"
7 Days a Week
Complete Breakfast
Menu!
7th and Madison

345-7427
8 Blocks North of "Old Main"
"Home of Strawberry Bread"

CHARLESTON'S BAR ALTERNATIVES
Not everyone at EIU goes to the bars. At least not
Again this year there is the CAPE TONE. A Coffee
for the past 7 years. It was then that Tony Soper, Cam- House where only coffee, tea, hot chocolate, hot cider,
pus Minister at the Wesley Foundation, kept hearing fresh baked cookies, muffins and ORTS are sold.
from students that they went to the bars in town because There's an open mic., some special entertainment, and
there wasn't any place else to go. At first he wondered, much more. It's a great place to meet friends, relax,
"What about the bowling alley, movie theaters or other enjoy stimulation conversation, and generally have a
good time. The CAPE TONE will be open Saturday,
places .where people go for entertainment?"
But then he realized what the students are actually August 20 from 9 p.m. 'till 1 a.m. Then every Saturday
saying is NOT that there is no place other than the bars from 9p.m. 'till about 1 a.m.
The Wesley Foundation offers many other studentto go, but that "if you don't go to the bars in Charleston,
there's no place in Charleston LIKE the bars to go."
run programs in addition to the Lighthouse and CoffeeSo was born the idea for the Lighti'iouse which is house. Through the first week of school, August 18-21,
located in the Wesley Foundation's basement across 4th there will be various activities. On Thursday the 18th at
Street from Lawson Hall. The Lighthouse is Eastern's 4 p.m. just hang out and meet new people, there will be a
only Bar alternative nightclub, complete with black free supper at 5 p.m. Hope you can join the fun!
walls, special effects lighting, D.J.'s, concession, ping
Other on-going activities at the Wesley Foundation
pong, foosball, and more.
include:
•FREE Sunday Suppers every week, (reservations
Music played is generally popular demand, with few
stipulations. "We play just about anything the students requested)
want to hear," Soper said. A student committee deter•Weekly Bible studies,(check with Tony to find out
mines which music is suitable. Some of the music times & subjects.)
•Student-led mid-week devotions and Communion,
played at the nightclub includes: Spin Doctor's, Arrested
Development, Boyz II Men, and some of the old every Wednesday evening at 9:30.
•PLUS swim parties, hayrides, roller-skating, shopfavorites like Mariah Carey, M.C. Hammer, and many
ping trips, mission trips, worship service teams to go out
others. You will also hear some religious rock artists.
"What we are trying to provide is a bar-type atmos- to are churches, etc.
Come and join the fellowship and good times! There .
phere, where students can relax with their friends, have a
terrific time and remember it the next morning." The are plenty of ways to get involved-- or just come and
non-alcoholic nightclub is run by students for students relax, whichever you like! If you'd like to attend any of
and will be open the first week of school August 19 the "new student" activities or find out more about the
from 9 p.m.-to 1 a.m., then every Friday throughout the Wesley Foundation or the Lighthouse, or if you need a
school year. "We are always looking for volunteers to ride, give us a call at 348-8191 or 345-3455 (after
help run the Lighthouse, it's the only way we con con- hours). The Wesley Foundation is located across 4th
tinue to offer it free," Soper said. If you're interested in Street from Lawson Hall.
helping, contact Soper at the Wesley Foundation.
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Shine on

Carry-out Available
Sunday Night
Delivery

North Side of Square

348-8223

Lighthouse glows
as a Charleston
nightlife alternative
By Joseph lngolia

n

Staff writer

Students looking for an
alternative to the "bar
scene" may want to visit the
Lighthouse located on
Fourth Street across from
Lawson Hall.
Rev. Tony Soper, director
of the Wesley Foundation,
opened the Lighthouse in
the Fall of 1988 to create a
"clean" venue for students.
The Lighthouse is dry,
but provides students with a
club atmosphere complete
with lights and dance music.
Lighthouse patrons are
mostly new freshmen or students who do not like the
bars. Turn outs average

w
130-140 students a night.
"First semester is always
better," Rev. Soper said. "In
the past, turn outs usually
drop off during the second
semester when a lot of students turn 19."
Then Mayor Cougill
raised the bar entry age to
21.
"I don't think that the bar
entry age will change our
success," Soper said. "We
may pick up a few people,
but not many."
' ·
In addition to the Lighthouse dances on Friday
nights, there is also a coffee-house on Saturday
nights in the same room.
"We play softer music
and put candles on the
tables," Soper said. "We're
getting a good response."
The Lighthouse also holds
Bible study twice a week and
provides Sunday suppers at
5 p.m.
Despite Rev . Soper's
position as Methodist Campus Pastor, Wesley Foundation events place no emphasis on religious affiliations.
"We encourage everyone
to come out," Soper said.
"There is no preaching
involved."

Welco1"TJe Bae/<

STUDENTS
"We have a checking account especial/y for you"

FIRST CHECK
• No Monthly Fee • Only $25 Minimum Deposit
·First Ten Transactions Each Month Free
·And, until October 1, 1994, 200 Free Checks with the EIU logo!

PLUS•••
To go with your student checking account, we're offering ATM
cards free until January 1, 1995.
And, our ATM cards have no transaction fees!

WE,RE YOUR ~~OFFICIAL,,
EIU CHECKING HEADQUARTERS

•

First
Mid-Illinois
Bank & Trust

!fine, 1Jining
• The best in fine dining.

COMMUNITYFEST &
LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATE FESTIVAL

5EPTEM6ER 17 & 18
5ep. 17th - On The Square - Communityfeat
• Bluegrass Music• Crafts• Antiques
•Historical Tours• Food & Much More
10 am - Midnight
5ep. 17th & 18th - Colee County Fairgrounds
• Lincoln-Douglas Debate Reenactment
We're bringing the 1850's to life.
Come relive a part of Lincoln history.
Enjoy activities & food and see the debate.
10 am - 5 pm

Call 217-345-7041

• Bring your parents in for
·
dinner.
• Huge selection of lunch
and dinner items. ·
• Menu ranges from
sandwiches & burgers to
prime rib & lobster tails.

SetVlng you with two
Locations near campus:
701 Sixth Street
Phone: 345-3977
580 West Lincoln
Phone: 345-8340

'13eacli C[u6
•Tuesday - Draft Night
$1 Bottles Open at 8:00
• Wed. - Alternative Night
No Cover Open at 9:00
Weekly Drink Specials
• Friday - 80's Night
Doors open at 8:00
f

• Saturday - Doors open
at 8:00

Located1112 r.Bfocf<J 9X9rth of!Rj.16 on 4th St.
Coming Soon: 9\f9n-.9Lfcofwfic Section for 18-20 year o[ds
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Need Typewriter Supplies?

•

·

Hours:
Mon-Fri 7:30 a.m.to 8 p.m.
Sat 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.rh.
Sun 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Midtown Plaza
217 Lincoln Ave
345-4954
FAX: 345-5972

The Best Flowers in Town
are at

NOBLE
FLOWER SHOP
File photo by Ean Eskra

Blind Melon's lead singer Shannon Hoon belts out a tune at last year's spring concert, which also featured
Dig and Alice Donut.

UB revs up for fall

•Roses
•Bouquets
•Baskets

•Balloons
•Plants
•Much More

e

We Wire Flowers!

503-Jefferson

345-7007

··~.~ '11J. /d;l

Board seeks eager student volunteers
for committees, applicants for chair
By BILL HOCKMAN
Staff writer
Eastern's University Board
is firing up its engines to prepare for the return of the
students by lining up numerous special events for the
fall.
The University ·Boerd is a
student run organization that
schedules student events during the school year. The
Board 's purpose is to offer
high quality entertainment at
the lowest possible cost to
the students. Among entertainment offered by the
board are student-fee sponsored campus events, comedians and concerts.
Last year, for example,
the UB sponsored a spring
concert featuring alternative
bands Blind Melon, Dig and
Alice Donut.
UB member Gina Nicosia
said that scheduling entertainment for this fall's
"Quakin in the Quad" is their
current project.
"The main thing we 're
doing right now for the
returning students is the
Quakin in the Quad. We
lined up a comedian, Robbie
Prince," Nicosia said. "I have
personally seen him perform
and he is really good. "
Quakin in the Quad will be
held from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on Aug. 27. Prince will per-

form at 10 p.m. in the
Rathskeller, located in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Quakin in the Quad will
offer various forms of entertainment as well as free food,
Nicosia said.
The UB is also currently
planning activities for
November's Parents Weekend. Last year, the UB
tapped Bill Cosby to perform
two sold-out shows for the
Parents Weekend concert.
"Parent's weekend is a big
project for us right now as
well," Nicosia said. "We are
trying to line up a really big
concert for that weekend, but
we have not decided on a
band yet."
Nicosia-added that the UB
is comprised of various committees and welcomes all
interests.
The UB is made up of student volunteers and can
always use more· people,
Nicosia said .
"We really could use people who are eager with new
ideas to help us out throughout the semester, " Nicosia
said .
The UB's Communications Committee is seeking a
chair for fall semester, and
Nicosia said anyone interested can stop by the Student
Activities Office, Room 201
of the Union.

Before HA/REENDERS

After HA/REENDERS

STYLISTS:
LeeAnn Joyce Sheila Mendi
Holly
Libby
Sandra

Expanded Services Now Include:
Bill Cosby

Love
•From Page 3
he receives a positive one.
The repe·rcussions of Cougill's actions
are still uncertain, but the campus has
already begun to change.
The University Board formed the MiniConcert Committee this year to increase
on-campus entertainment, and a Rathskeller
After Dark coffeehouse opened in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union to a
packed house.
Because of Cougill's presence, Eastern
will never be the same.
Despite the categorically negative student
reaction to Cougill, he is far from the
world' s arch villain (though his popularity

Bring in this ad and receive
10% OFF (Cash-n-cary only)

on campus is comparable) .
And no matter what students, faculty and
Charleston residents think about Cougill, he
is one person who has rapidly changed the
face of the university.
New bar alternatives, a new city economy
and a new campus climate have all been
brought about by the initiative of one man MQyor Dan Cougill.
- Most of the above is taken from the
May 5 edition of The Daily Eastern News
in which Cougill was named Person of the
Year by the News' editorial board. The
Person of the Year is chosen annually by
the board as the one person who has had
the most profound effect on t~e c:~mp1:1s.

• Ear Piercing
• Scultpured Nails

•Waxing
• Manicures

CALL NOW/ 345·6363
HOURS: M-Th 9-8 Fri & Sat 9-5

r---------,-2-~-0-0---------1

off any services
(1at time client)
exp 10/1/94

!

l
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UB Special Events Presents:

t
Saturday, August 27,1994

All Campus Party
Located in the South Quad
DO·N'T' MISS:

f©)©)[p) ~ [p)~~~~~

Velcro wall
Bungee run
Bouncy Boxing
Sumo wrestling
Ladder climb
Songsation Center

o ~©Yif~©)~~ ~ ~~~rp~

~#\M~~~
M~~~~~

Comedian
Robbie Printz
The Rathskeller
10 p.m.

· ~~f~~f#\~~M~~f~ ·,_. . . . . . ,..............._
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BINGO/ PRIZES!

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

Co-Sponsored By: EIU Parents Club, the Office of Orientation, & the Moose lodge 1388

Daily
Giveaways

Free
Membership
£ilil

©~o®®

of

Charleston

LJ [Q)~~~ .
~

W~ill~

@~[[ID®~

~

200 E. Lincoln
(Next to Taco Bell)
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Panther Preview '94

All Around Travel & Tours

Official schedule of welcome week events

Free Services
For:
-

Thursday, Aug. 18
International Student Orientation, 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m., 211 Old Main.
It's Greek to Me, 3 p.m., Grand Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Mardi Gras Madness/ Fun Flicks featuring
food, giveaways and make-your-own videos,
6 p.m. to midnight, South Quad (rain location is Thomas Dining Center).
Friday, Aug. 19
International Student Campus Tour, 11
a.m. to noon, departing from Old Main.
Student Organization Day, noon to 4:30
p.m ., outside the Textbook Rental Building.
The Trio, 9 p.m. to midnight, South Quad
(rain location is the Rathskeller); BYOBlanket.
Saturday, Aug. 20
It's Greek to Me, 3 p.m., Grand Ballroom
of the Union.
Panther Palooza/ Student Organization
Day featuring the bands Power Link,
Hello Dave and The Jungle Dogs, 5
p.m. to midnight, South Quad
(rain location is McAf ee
Gym); BYOVolleyball
and

BYOTshirt for
tie-dying
(25 cents
to tie-dye).

207A Lincoln Ave

(1 Blk. West of Hardees)

Amtrak Ticket • Airline Ticket
Hotel & Car Reservations
Tour Reservations

South Quad (rain location is Thomas Dining
Center), 25 cent pizza slices, soda, DJ, BYOVolleyball.

Monday, Aug. 22
Sport Night - Basketball, 6 p.m. to 9
p.m., Ree Center.
Bowling, 6 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Bowling
Alley in the University Union, 7 5 cent
games, free shoe rental.
Karaoke, 9 p.m. to midnight, Rathskeller
of the University Union.
Tuesday, Aug. 23
Sport Night - Volleyball, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
Ree Center.
Bowling, 6 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Bowling
Alley in the Union, 75 cent games, free shoe
rental.
Wednesday, Aug. 24
REACT (self-defense workshop), 3 to 5
p.m. or 7 to 9 p.m., Grand Ballroom of the
Union.
Sport Night - Bombardment, 6 p.m. to 9
p.m., Ree Center.
Bowling, 6 p.m. to 10:30 p .. m., Bowling
Alley in the Union, 75 cent games, free shoe
rental.

~C

348-TRIP
(8747)

DRIVE TIME
The new Citizen Paladion Sport I00 Collection offers a
variety of Ladies and Gents bracelet and strap watches each with a rotating bezel and water resistant to 100 meters
(333 ft.). Plus, three men's chronographs with a 12 hour

recorder and date feature. Now, add the quality and
detailing found in luxury
priced watches,
and see why
Paladion
Sport 100 is
such a great

Thursday, Aug. 25
Weight Equipment Orientation, 6 p.m. to
9 p.m., Ree Center.
Welcome Back Dance Party, 9 p.m. to
midnight, Grand Ballroom of the Union,
Admission is $1.
Friday, Aug. 26
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show," 10
p.m. to midnight, campus pond (canceled if
rain).

expression
of sporty
elegance
and a great
value. Priced
from $295.

OCITIZEN®

Sunday,
Aug. 22
p i z zaf est/ Student Volunteer Fair, 4
p.m. to 6

YOU WANT BROTHERHOOD .. .

YOU WANT EXCELLENCE .. .

·Welcome Back Students

YOU WANT TRADITION .. .
YOU WANT THE BEST!

LlL<I>

THE LETIERS EVERYONE
REMEMBERS!
FALL 1994 RUSH SCHEDULE
Mon. Aug. 29 - Taste of LU:<I> 5:30pm
Tues. Aug. 30 - Cookout wI LU:<P 6:00pm
Wed. Aug. 31 - Pearl Dinner 6:00pm
Thurs. Sept. 1 - Formal Smoker 6:00pm

Show us your
college l.D. and
the drinks are on us!
When you come to Ponderosa and buy a big, delicious meal, show us
your valid college l.D. card and you'll get your choice of All You Can
Drink soft drink, iced tea, hot tea or coffee ... absolutely FREE!

,,,

234-3441

~PO~NDER~os=-=g

224 E. Richmond Ave
Mattoon

COACH EDDY1S
Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH ST.
IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN
NIKE
Reebok
Converse
Adidas
Saucony

•SHOES
We Custom
Order Too!

Champion
Russell
Lee

Fore!
I

~

The Charleston Putt-N-Swing facility, located at Illinois Route 130 and 17th St.
near the Rotary Pool.

Putt-N-Sw1ng a hole in one of fun
By Travis Spencer
Guide writer

EIU ~

T-shirts - Jerseys S'lk.screens
Sweats
Sew-ons
Jackets & Hats · Press-Ons
1

WE CARRY RUSSELL IRREGULARS TOO!

softball.

Have you ever wanted to play baseball or
golf, but just couldn't find the equipment or the
time?
At Putt-N- Swing, located at Illinois Route
130 and 17th Street near the Rotary Pool in
Charleston, there is a miniature golf course and a
number of batting cages available.
Putt-N-Swing's miniature golf course is a
tournament design that is more difficult than novelty courses, Water Park and Athletic supervisor
Jeff Hunt said.
- "The 19 hole--course i& very hard, " ·HUFlt
added. "and the batting ~ cages are state of Hie
art.
The batting cages pitch both baseballs
and softballs. The baseballs are thrown at 80 mph
and 55 mph, and Hunt said that one cage throws
fast pitch softballs at 50 mph. Users of the three
cages also have the option to hit a slow pitch

Running
X-Trainers
Basket ba ll
Aerobics
Hiking
Sandals
Cleats

Hunt said that students concerned with
costs can easily take advantage of the Putt-NSwing with the buy-one-get-one-free coupons on
local newspapers or playing in tournaments on
holidays. He added that there is no registration
required before the tournaments.
Besides tournaments, there are group discounts that can benefit families and large groups.
With a group over 20 people, there is a 50 cent
discount per person. hunt said that Putt-N-Swing
can also be reserved on evenings for $ 150 for
unlimited golfing and use of batting cages.
The regular price for the batting cages is
50 cents ·for iJ. 4 pitches. The fee for a game of
miniature golf on the weekends is $2.50 during
the week with a discount of a dollar for a second
game.
The Putt-N-Swing facility is open from
12 p.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Thursday,
from 12 p.m. to 10 p.m. on Friday and Saturday,
and from !2 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Sunday.

NIKE &Reebok
Clothine
• T-Shirts
•Shorts
•Polos
•Socks
• Sweatshirts

Swimwear
~~

Speedo
Jff\Cf\ & Leader

Suits, goggles &accessories

r---------------,
"Up To 8 Toppin0a"

1
I
I

:

Your choice of up to 8 toppings on any size pizza.

One Pizza only $6.00
Two Pizzas only $12.00

1
I
I

:

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1
1
N P~ ~ s r Pizza
1
I
Your choice of up to 8 toppings on any size pizza.
I
I One Medium Pleaser Pizza only $5.49 I

w

: Two Medium Ple~~~;.~!~zas only $9.97 :

L---------------~

SPORTING GOODS
Basketballs - Footballs
Softball Equipment
English Darts
Frisbees & Much More

PRO-TEAM
Clothing & Hats
Fitted & Adjustable
NFL - NBA - MLB
NHL & College too!

Tiu" Daily •~a!iitPrll
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Charleston bar scene a good
time for those students of age
Editor's note: The following preview was prepared by
former News staff editors
Mike Chambers and Cathy
Behrendt for the New Student and Back to School editions for 1991. This preview
has been updated for accuracy and timeliness.

Greetings newcomers to
Charleston, home of Eastern
Illinois University, Abraham
Lincoln 's parents and Gov.
Jim Edgar. As rookies to the
area, you may have a few
questions, such as :
• Who put Carman Hall
eight miles away from campus?
• What in the world is a
Texas Straw Hat and will I
want to eat one when I see it?
• Where in the hell did I
pack my underware?
• Why isn't there any parking on campus anywhere ,
anytime? ·
• How am I supposed to
know where the Charleston
hot spots are?
You're on your own for the
first five questions, but we can
help you out with the sixth.
Perhaps one of the most
popular extracurricular activities students enjoy, when not
studying of course, is meeting
friends at many of the local
bars in town.
While socializing at the bars
is no longer for 19- and 20yea r-old s anymore (Mayor
Cougill and the City Council

AARON'S
~~HAIR CARE SALON
No appointment necessary

cutt.,.

Mike and Stan's, 504
Monroe Ave. Formerly
Chink's, this is a place worth
getting up for - or in most
cases, never going to bed for.
Mike and Stan's crowd is
also an interesting recipe about
three
scoops
Charleston natives and one
scoop of Eastern students
shaken vigorously.
Mother's , 506 Monroe
Ave. - be warned that veterans of th is bar call it
"Mom 's ." Mom 's is a large ,
antique sign-studded establishment that features DJ-spun
mixes from progressive to
rock to pop to "The Brady
Bunch" theme. This bar generally draws a large crowd , so
lines out front aren 't unheard
of.
Roe's Tavern, 410 Sixth
St., received some renovations a couple of years ago
and features an air-conditioned full-length bar, shooter
bar , pool tables and private
booths. You can also catch an
occasional rock ' n ' roll show
upstairs .
Stix, 1412 Fourth St., is
an air-conditioned billiards
establishment with pool tables
that can be rented by the
hour. The bar also features a
wide array of beer and madeto-order pizza.
Ted's Warehouse, 102
N. Sixth St., is a bit off the
beaten path, but you don't
need a compass to get there,
t Continued on Page 11

saw to that earlier this year),
for those of age, Chucktown
offers a wide array of watering holes.
So grab your IDs and plenty of cash and come along to:
Stu's , 1405 Fourth St.
This surf-style atmosphere
caters to a wide variety of students and is one of the few
dance bars in town. There is
usually a small cover charge bummer, dude - but the
music's hot and so's the spot.
Friends & Co., 509 Van
Buren , is like Cheers with
pimples . With a wide selection of drinks and a kitchen
staff who makes a pretty
mean hamburger, Friends is
the kind of bar you 'll want to
spend some time in .
Ike's Little Campus, 411
Lincoln Ave . Across from Old
Main , Ike ' s is known as a
greek hangout, but is obviously not exclusively for greek
patrons. So stop in, relax and
watch the ivy grow across the
street.
Jerry's Pizza and Pub ,
320 Lincoln Ave. This basement pub, across from Pemberton Hall, also has a strong
pizza following in the upstairs
restaurant.
Marty's, 1466 Fourth St.,
_directly across from the Lincoln, Stevenson, Douglas
complex. You'll find a veritable Chex Mix of campus culture here, especially on the
crowded weekend nights. No
stereotypes allowed.

··~i'tt no' nc

8-2 Saturday

8-5 Tues. - Fri.
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
403 LINCOLN AVENUE

CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-1644

•
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Need Art Supplies?,

Hours:
Mon-Fri 7:30 a.m.to 8 p.m.
Sat 8;30 a,m. to 5 p.m.

Midtown Plaza
217 Lincoln.Ave
345-4954
FAX: 345-5972

Sun 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

217 -345-7838
Owner, NEAL DILLON

1419 E. Lincoln Ave.
P.O. Box 356
Charleston, II 61920

Sales Manager, JERRY McKay

CAR AUDIO &. ELECTRONICS
SALES &. INSTALLATION
• Subwoofer Systems

•Car Audio
•Auto Security

•Custom Installations
• Radar Detectors • Competitive Pricing

.......
. . .... .... ... .........
. ... .
. .. ..... . . . . ...... . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
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Pay for 1 st game •••.
get 2nd game $1/2 price!!!

-

The

..._____

EIU Mechanical Pencil

UNION BOWLING LANES &
REC. AREA

~e~
BOOkSte
Manager

SUGAR
SHACK

.

..
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.• is BIGGER & BETTER!!!

Compliments of the University lfnion BooksWre

... west wing-ground level..'_,_[ (

.

...... LOOOKING GOOD!!!!!!!

Free

.... bring this coupon to th'e ....
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.
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(west wing-main level)

Expires 01/26194

... .serving 9our nee is...
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. Introducing EIU's Best Eating Establishment...

PHOTO COPIES
COLOR COPIES
TYPEWRITER RENTAL
TYPING SERVICE
RESUME SERVICE LASER PRINTING
TRASPARANCIES
BINDING
PLASTIC ENGRAVED SIGNS
COMPUTER LAB

THE

RATHSKELLER
RESTAURANT

.
::

25%

OFF NEXT ORDER AT.. .

FREE

SOVJll

WITH

: .,

... Great Food...

... Fine Dining ...
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MICROWAVES -REFRIGERATORS
1.
2.
3.
4.

NO BOTHER HAULING TO AND FROM SCHOOL
COST SAVINGS IN EXPENSIVE ORDER-OUT FOODS
LOCALLY OWNED (IF EXCHANGE IS NECESSARY)
LOW COST-ROOMMATES USUALLY SHARE RENT

RENT

MINI-FRIDGE
AS LOW AS

$49

-AND-

SAVE
r-------------------------------------------------------------, r-------------------------------------------------------------,

-RESERVATION COUPON-

MICROWAVE 0
MINI-REFRIGERATOR 0
Just send a $10.00 check or money order for each appliance.
Name
Home Address

EIU DELIVERY SCHEDULE
AUGUST 22 & 23 & 26

Pemberton .................................9-1 O a.m.
Lincoln, Douglas, Stevenson .................. 10-11 a.m.
Ford, McKinney, Weller ................... 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Taylor, Lawson ..............................12-1 p.m.
Thomas, Andrews ............................. 1-2 p.m.
Carman .....................................2-3 p.m.
East Hall ....................................3-4 p.m.

Keep this schedule and meet our" trucks
on August 22, 23 & 26th

Campus Address

MAIL TO:

Carlyle Rentals
P.O. Box 564
Charleston, IL 61920

217-348-7746
in Charleston

L------------------------------------------------------------- L-------------------------------------------------------------

APPLIANCE PRICE LIST
*MICROWAVES*
$59. + $10. deposit ($69.) 9 month Lease
$79. + $10. deposit ($89.) 12 month Lease

*REFRIGERATORS*
$49. + $10. deposit ($59.) 9 month lease small dorm size unit
$59. + $10. deposit ($69.) 9 month lease maxi size unit
$69. + $10. deposit ($79.) 9 month lease super maxi size unit

820 LINCOLN AVE.

1.3

CU

2~7 CU

4;0

CU

348-7746
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Charleston b a r - - - - t From Page 9
just follow the sound of the live music. Ted 's
is host to high-energy rock and heavy metal
bands on Friday and Saturday nights . There
is usually a small cover charge , but look for
coupons in The Daily Eastern News (how's
that for a plug?) .
Thirsty's , 221 Sixth St. After you've
paid the small cover, you ' ll find two rooms
filled with music , dancing , pool and conversation - all of it loud . If you get tired , have a
seat in the upside down margarita chair.
The Uptowner & Cellar , 623 Monroe
Ave ., has the city 's largest variety of imported beers and usually caters to Eastern ' s older

I:::
~
©

students , professors and Charleston residents. The Uptowner also has a wide array
of food and you won ' t want to miss the
grilled chicken sandwich and delicious fries .
Panther's Lounge, 1421 Fourth St. A
couple of pool tables, some dart boards, a
jukebox with all the old hits (how many
times can someone listen to Brown Eyed
Girl anyway?) and continual beer specials
make up Panther 's , located next to LaBamba and Jimmy John 's restaurants . If you ' re
looking for a wonderful ambiance , Panther's
may not be the place to go . But , to its credit , Panther's is one of the more popular bars
- mostly thanks to its diverse clientele and
constant specials .
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~oms and Luzyry Suites

•'Two 2{estaurants
• 'Ba11ijuet !Facilities
•Limousine ~nta[

~

Pick Up Yours

M

Ti dayl

z.
M

University Union Grand Ballroom
3 p .m. An informational meeting designed
to acquaint you with Eastern's Award
winning Greek system.

I <I>8 KA'I' A <I>

•

in

WARBLERS~~ARE HERE!
[.,,

~ "It's Greek To Me" ~

~
<

~NN

THE

FRATERNITY A.N D
SORORITY RUSH

N Thursday, August 18 ~- 1:30-3:00pm
<l Saturday, August 20 - 1:30-3:00pm
~
University Union Grand Ballroom
Parent/Student Organization
~
Thursday, August 18 and
~

.

OOrn1NGTON

'Tokjng· ~servation~ 9{ow!!
Ca[[348-8162 920 W. Linco[n
..---------------~:=::========================~

"You become successful the moment you
start moving toward a worthwhile goal. ..
DO IT NOW! "

~

Opening

0

t"I1
~

M

Come to Buzzard Rm. 127
8 a.ni. to 4:30 p.ni.
Monday through F~~day

~:L<I>

Eastern Illinois University Theatre presents
*I DO! I DO!

8 p.m. September 14-17, 21-24; 2 p.m. September 18, 25

in the Studio

*THE BOURGEOIS GENfLEMAN

8 p.m. October 19-22, 26-29; 2 p.m. October 23, 30

on the Mainstage

*A CHRISTMAS CAROL

7 p.m. December 1-3, 5-10; 2 p.m. December 4

on the Mainstage

**THE FOREIGNER

8 p.m. February 15-18, 22-25; 2 p.m. February 19, 26

on the Mailmage

**DANCING AT LUGHNASA

8 p.m. March 23-35, 29-31, April l; 2 p.m. March 26, April 2

in the Studio

**PINOCCHIO

7 p.m. April 19-22; 2 p.m. April 23

on the Mainstage

The .University Theatre Ticket Office is located in the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Call (217) 581-3110 for reservation and ticket information. Visa/MC and Discover cards accepted.
Group rates are available. Patrons with special needs are requested to provide advance notification.

-

SEASON TICKETS FOR ALL SIX SHOWS -

OPTION 1 (ALL 6)
OPTION 2*
OPTION .3**
ADULT ......................................................... ............. $32.00 ............................... $20.00 ............................ $18.,00
SENIOR/YOUTH .......... ................................... ........... $27.00 ....... .... ... ........ ... ...... $16.00 ............................ $1$.:.J),P
EIU FAC/STAFF ........................................................ $27.00 .......... .............. .... ... $16.00 ............................ $15.:0_
0
EIU STUDENTS ....................................... ...... ...... ...... $13.50 ... .......... ....................$8.50 ········· ~· ····· · ····· · ·······$TSO
/

Act NOW for live entertainment at affordable prices!
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Introducing:

tam s

•

ID

ar eston
Shipping and wrapping and faxing, oh my!
Ever run out of ribbon on
your typewriter or printer on a
Sunday afternoon? Have you
ever needed to send that special
someone a birthday gift via
UPS? Or, have you ever needed
to purchase U.S. postage stamps
and didn't want to stand in line
at the post office?
Never fear, STAMPS &
SUCH, located in the Midtown
Plaza (between Toppers Pizza
and Copy-X), is here to serve
you!

Stamps & Such offers special
discounts for members of the
ART CLUB. All new art and
drafting customers can enjoy
club membership by coming in
and signing up with their first
purchase. Membership entitles
members to a 10% discount on
all regularly priced merchandise
at time of purchase and a $5
credit toward future purchases
for every $50 in art and drafting
supplies.

In addition to art and drafting supplies, Stamps & Such is
Stamps & Such, a division of also filled with a variety of office
County Office Products, Inc., has products ranging from paper
served Charleston and the East- clips to filing aids, as well as
ern Illinois University communi- school supplies from refills for
ty for the past year with its Lin- your favorite pen to presentation
coln Avenue location. Mike Wil- supplies for that important class
son, President of County Office project. Stamps & Such doesn't
Products, Inc., said that opening stop there! They also offer a
Stamps & Such was a natural wide selection of typewriter and
exp_a nsion of its downtown printer ribbons, including carCharleston location. He felt that tridges for ink-jet and laser
the Lincoln Avenue location printers. If you cannot find
would expand business clientele what you need in stock, Stamps
by providing them with an easily & Such has its own product cataaccessible location with ample log featuring one of the largest
parking.
product offerings by any office
products dealer. Most .orders are
Along with the new location, even available the next business
the company expanded its line of day!
art and drafting supplies. Not
only does the store have a nice
Another unique offering ·of
selection of products for all ages, Stamps & Such is their parcel
but also they are able to order shipping service. Store employmany hard-to -find items. ees are trained to process your

package either via United Parcel
Service (UPS) or the US Postal
Service. Can't find the right size
box? Don't worry, Stamps &
Such has a wide variety of sizes.
Another service, related to shipping, is their wrap and ship service, where the staff will prepare
your items for shipment.
Stamps & Such can also receive
packages for you at its 217 Lincoln Avenue address. Just give
them a call and tell them that a
package is on its way, and they
will give you a call when it is
delivered. (Great for all of those
packages you expect when you
are away!) All of these services
are provided to customers at
prices far below that of national
chain franchises. In addition,
customers always pay face value
for all U.S. postage stamps, -never an up-charge!

Need copies? Stamps & Such, in
conjunction with Copy-X, provides a complete copy service,
even -when no one else in town is
open. How about that for service! Stamps & Such service
selection doesn't stop there.
Featured is an IBM-compatible
computer with a laser printer for
all those print jobs! Need a rubber s~amp or custom badges?
Business cards or other imprinted items? They can do that, too!
Stamps & Such is open (7 ) seven
days. a week. Monday through
Friday, they are opened from
7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., Saturday
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and
on Sunday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Customers may phone them at
345-4954 or utilize their fax line
at 345-5972. Stamps & Such,
217 Lincoln Avenue, Charleston.

Other services include a
fax service, for
both incoming
and outgoing
transmissions.
Stamps & Such
uses a plain
paper fax machine . . . no
curled paper
here! Charges
per page are
among the lowest in the area .

.

Midtown Plaza• 217 Lincoln Ave• Charleston, IL
345-4954 • FAX: 345-5972
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.to 8 p.m. •Sat. 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. •Sun. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Overdue
Football Panthers look for first
.500 season in five years.

New kids on the block

Doing it his way

Eastern athletic teams share MidContinent Conference with six
new schools.

Bob McBee is Eastern 's new athletic director, and he's already
made his mark.

2n
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Women's cross-country team
begins season with new coach
By MATT MORFOOT
Staff writer

John Mcinerney has been the men's cross
country head coach for the past two years,
however this fall he will replace former coach
John Craft as head coach for the women's
team as well.
Craft has been reassigned to the job of
assisting Athletic Director Bob McBee.
McBee became Eastern's new athletic
director June 1, 1994 after Mike Ryan
resigned in November.
The women's team has five returnees who
should make up the maid for most of the
team: Amy Bersig, Carey Dunker, Irma Perez,
Julie Perkins and Katherine Degrees.
Bersig, a second-team all-conference selection last year, is a senior who will compete in
her final season at Eastern.
"Amy is very competitive and she plans on
having an outstanding senior year, " Craft said.
Irma Perez is also a senior who Craft said
showed a lot of potential last season and is

really fired up about the upcoming season.
Also returning is Katherine Degrees, who
Craft described as a definite contributor to the
team last season.
Julie Perkins, from Charleston, showed
great improvements over her previous years.
Craft said she will surprise a lot of people this
season.
The fifth member of the maid is sophomore Carey Dunker, who has been enthusiastic about the upcoming season and has been
running all summer.
"Our freshman recruit, Kristen Conrad,
from Wheeling, comes from good credentials," Craft said. "She is an excellent crosscountry runner and will add a lot to the team."
Craft mentioned the team will being looking for four or five walk-ons.
He said he currently has no names.
Craft said the team has been training on
their own all summer and their goal for the
season will be to place in the top four or five
in the conference.

Photo By Jeff Culler/ Staff Photographer

Two fans play with Eastern 's mascot, Billy the Panther, at one
of the athletic events. · '
.,_. . .
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1994--1995

Sale Dates:

Centennial Edition

•Aug. 20 & 21
Noon-4 p.m.
•Aug 22 &26
8 a.m.- 4 p.m.

~w~ ~tr~
•Alterations
• Starched Shirt Service
• Monogramming
• Silks

•
•
•
•

Draperies
•
Area Rugs
•
Wedding Gowns Heirloomed •
Reweaving
•

EJ,\~T~RN

Leather & Suedes
Furs
Clothing Storage
Insurance Claims

tvi!,

345-4546
Monday-Friday 7:00-5:00 Conveniently located close to campus
- Satur 'Y 00-, 2:00
. Just a~ound the curve on S. 4th St.
mo·19 >lJ601~n 10 ·) -.o;n:.i
-:~1.• ,:_,.' f;' ,,,........ _, , : .

1111
·

rr (JJ) rL

,.., ..

~~
.
~~~~
~~~~~~

• UB, Athletic and theatre events

\J

UNIVERSITY
BOARD

·

•Academic calenders
•Campus phone directory
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49·+TAx:
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:
WI t h
: 1 T0 p p ING
:
1

Additional topping
Only$1
Make

i~~ ~a;~or only

Each additional pizza only $4 more.
No limit-buy as many as you wish.

:
:

:
1

L--------------------------~

Our Prices Have Fallen
And They Won't Go Up!!!
An Order of 8 Breadsticks On Any
Pizza For Only $1 99 More
1OOo/o QUALITY PRODUCT GUARANTEE

100°/o CARRY OUT
PRODUCT GUARANTEE

If you are not happy for any
reason call the store manager.
We will refund or replace
pizza free of charge.
(Must return other pizza)

If your pizza is not ready
within 12 minutes
from the time you order
we will deduct $3.00 off
the price of order.
•• ··:·

: · ~<"

. :···

~~·

:·:··

·.•..• ••. •.• •,•

• ••••• •••·.••.•,• ·:-· •.•• ·:·· ..... ••••· •,•,•. •,•••• •• ,•, •• ..... ..... •..

: 14" PIZZA '!>
:I
With
: 1 TOPPING
:
1

Anyway You
Wan t It

1
I
I
I
I Get any pizza with all of

Makeitapan
tor only $1 more

(No Double Toppings)

: your favorite toppings.

YOU MAKE THE CALL

1

:

1
I
I
I
1

:
1

L--------------------------~

···:~

•,•,• ••. •••·• •••• ..... •
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FAVORITE DELIV RED PIZZA
. ... . . .. .

Makei~~~a;~oronly

:

I

L--------------------------~
r--------------------------,
: Any Size Pizza $
ggTAx :

348-1626
...

Additional topping
Only $1.25

Each additional pizza only $5 more. , .., '. :~
No limit-buy as many as you wish.
I

EASTERN.ll:.LlNOlS UNIVERSITY .· ·
PANTHERS

.

49 +TAX:

r------------~------------,
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Panthers working
to end annual rut
Searching
for first .500
•
season m
five years
By JONATHAN ETCHISON
Staff writer

E.astem's football staff is conducting business as usual this
summer, according to head
coach Bob Spoo.
After a disappointing season
last fall with a record of 3-7-1
and a combined record of 17-26
the past four seasons, the Panthers are looking to tum things
around this fall with their first
winning season since 1989.
"We're very optimistic about
the season to say the least," said
Spoo.
One reason for his optimism
is the number of returning players. Spoo stated, "Virtually the
whole offense is returning with
the exception of Jeff Thorne.
Defensively we have approximately seven members coming
back."
The Panthers will welcome
back seven offensive starters,
headed by 1993 Gateway Conference rushing leader Willie
High. After seeing spot duty
through the first four games last
year, the junior tailback became
the main cog of the Eastern
offense, racking up 1487 yards
and 12 touchdowns.
High finished seventh in the
country in NCAA I-AA rushing
with a 135.2 yard average, and
tied a single-season I-AA record
with four games over 200 yards
on the ground.
"Willie's a great talent, but he
also won't surprise anyone this
year," Spoo said. "We're going
to have to create versatility on
offense; he can't do it by himself
obviously."
·
Still up for debate is who will
be playing next to High when
the season opens. Junior fullback Chris Hicks was High ' s
backfield mate a year ago, and
picked up 200 yards on the
ground and another 199 receiving. Competing with Hicks for
the starting fullback job will be
sophomore Bryan Jasker, who
preformed well during spring

RENTAL
VARIETY
·Houses
• Apartments
• Townhomes
SHOWING BY
APPOINTMENT
ONLY
®and trademarks of Century 2~
real Estate Corporation. Equal
Opportunity Employer. INDE·
PENDENTL Y OWNED AND
OPERATED.

practices.
Eastern running backs will
have a veteran offensive line to
follow , a five -man front that
includes four seniors. Returning
starters Duane Conway and
Mike Richart will anchor the
tackle positions for the Panthers.
Conway played center a year
ago , and Spoo said he was
switched over to left tackle to
better use his athleticism and to
make room for sophomore center Chris Westenberger. Seniors
Aaron hill and Don Mensik
come into the season as E.astem's starting guards.
The big question for the Panther scoring attack this preseason will be who will lead it. Fouryear starting quarterback Jeff
Thome graduated in the spring,
setting off a wide-open competition for the right to call the signals for the E.astem offense.
The competition will be a
four-way affair, with juniors Pete
Mauch and Ron Reichert,
sophomore Mark Doherty and
freshman Mark Swinning all
looking to earn the number one
spot.
Spoo said that Reichert, a
transfer from Northern Illinois,
and Doherty wil be given ample
opportunity to emerge as the
number one, while Swinning,
who set career passing marks in
Ohio last year as a high school
senior, will be looked at closely
as well.
"It's wide open among those
three," Spoo said of his returning quarterbacks. "Because we
have a veteran team returning
on offense , the quarterback
who emerges will need to make
sound decisions and be able to
throw the football with proficiency."
The Panthers will be hoping

INVEST
NOW
For next year
Own your
EIU residence,
build equity
for y ourself.

~21.

WOOD REAL ESTATE

Jim Wood
345-4489

@
EQUAL HOUSING

OPP ORTUNITY

.·

File ·photcf):>y·£an Eskra

:. ~

Panther tailback Willie High ran past opponents all last season in accumulating 1487 ~rds and
12 touchdowns. The rest of the Eastern football team hopes to be just as succ~fuJ..
. .
'~

.

.

that its receiving corps gains cept. We do not want to give up at defensive end', where he .
some experience quickly this the big play, which hurt us last picked up 59 tackles and 39 . ··
season. Starting flanker Greg year."
solos along with {ive -sacks.
Jensik led E.astem with 29 catchSenior defensive end Kevin
The Panthers ·will also be
es last year, but the rest of the Zeng earned Second Tearn All- counting on redshirt-freshman ' ·
receivers will be looking to prove Gateway honors a year ago after Rodney Wilson . to emerge at
themselves in training camp. performing in only nine games middle linebacker. · . '
Sophomore wideout Jim Farrell, and starting only five because of
Leading the secandary. will
a converted cornerback, had injuries, but still accumulating a be two-time First Tearn Allfour catches a year ago, and team-high eight sacks.
Ga t ewa y cornert>ack Ray
Joining Zeng on the defensive McElroy. The 'sen.i ot fed the ·
junior split end Demond Jones
will be counted on as well.
line will be senior tackle Chris Panthers with fuur int~r~ep:: ;<:
Mike Tarpey is penciled in as Wilkerson, who had four sacks tions last year, . ai'ld· well". ·
the Panthers' starting tight end. last year, sophomore tackle respected in tht;U~'(;)pponents ...
The junior caught six passes for Kendrick Hall and redshirt-fresh- routinely avoid hi?'-S'r~ . of the
··. · ,. _, . ·
fl.eld.
70 yards in 1993.
man Don Shymkewich.
Junior Steve Largent will
The Panthers will also return
Joining McElroy i.n the
begin his third year as the Pan- a pair of ·starting linebackers in defensive ba'ckffeld will be
thers' place-kicker. Largent con- junior Tim Carver and senior junior corner&..ck Jerome ·
verted 11-of-16 field goals last Mike Miller. Carver was a Sec- Buchanan, who. picked off ,:
year, including a 52-yarder.
ond Tearn All-Gateway selection three passes rn·· 10 starts ~· . . - .
The Panther defense will shift after leading Eastern in tackles Junior strong saf~ty Curt Ring- :
from a 44 base set to a 4-3 look for the second year in a row. hof er performed 'well as the
this year, and Spoo said that it Carver collected 138 tackles and team 's nickelbackJa~~ year,.
will stress "some things that have 82 solos, both fourth best in a · and junior free safety James
been successful for us in the past single-season for the Panthers.
Dorsey picked up 87 tackles
- a bend-but-don't-break conMiller played most of last year while starting all 11 games.
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BELL'S FLOWER
CORNER
• Roses
• Fresh Arrangements
• Balloon Bouquets
• Plants
• Stuffed Animals
• Calico Kitten Collectibles
• FTD Wire Service
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to lead soccer Panthers

By RANDY USS
Guide

spo~

editor

When a team is young, one of the most valuable
things players on it can do is learn on the job.
Panther soccer coach Cizo Mosnia threw some first
and second-year players into the fire last year - a year
that brought Eastern a 9-9 overall record and a 3-5 mark
in the Mid~Continent Conference. Mosnia started five
freshmen and two sophomores, allowing the underclassmen to come into their own.
Youth served the Panthers well last season, producing
two very bright stars on the Eastern soccer scene in a
pair of freshmen - forward Brad McTighe and goalkeeper Brian Ritschel.
t>Tu ,
McTighe led the Panthers and ranked second in the
conference in scoring with 14 goals and three assists a
·~· year ago. McTighe was named the Mid-Con's Newcom==~"'""'=......=="'""'".._..........,......_'"""'"~'"'"-""......_~--=--' er of the Year and first-team all-conference while alsoFile photo by Ean Eskra
Panther freshman.. fullback Greg McDonald dribbles competing for the Midwest in the U.S. Olympic Festival
this summer.
the ball upfield during a game last year.
Ritschel displayed poise and confidence beyond his

years in goal last year for Eastern, starting the first 14
games and posting a 1.52 goals against average with 80
saves. Ritschel's season was cut short, however, suffering a knee injury that kept him out of the last four
games.
The Panthers will also welcome back junior forward
Steve Van Dyke, who scored five goals and picked up a
pair of assists in 1993.
Other starters for the Panthers include junior fullback
Phil Obiala, sophomore forward Henry Ospina, sophomore fullback Greg McDonald and sophomore midfielder Mark Valintis.
Eastern will also have 10 new faces to add to the
squad this year including five freshmen: Tim Grove,
Brian Holcombe, Joe Krasucki, Bill Nunnamaker and
Eric Wilson.
The set-up for the Mid-Continent Conference is a bit
different from the other sports on campus in that Quincy
and Southern lllinois University at Edwardsville will join
Eastern, Western lllinois and Missouri-Kansas City in the
West division. Buffalo, Central Connecticut State, Valparaiso and Northeastern lllinois will make up the East.

max
#ld«1

~P
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612 'West Uncoln Avenue,_

Chad~n

s Pizza

.,l.6

18 in.

Value •
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Changes highlight Eastern athletics
Coaches, AD
unhappy vvith
nevv Mid-Con
By RANDY LISS
Guide sports editor

Eastern is still in the same conference
that most of its sports have been affiliated with the past four years - the MidContinent. It just looks different. A lot
different.
No longer are the Panthers surrounded by familiar opponents such as Cleveland State and Illinois-Chicago. In their
places are banners displaying the pride
of schools like Troy State and the University of Buffalo. The house is the
same, but the furniture isn't even close.
The Mid-Con officially added six new
schools to its ranks in February after six
former residents fled to the Midwest
Collegiate Conference. Former independent MissGuri-Kansas City and five former members of the East Coast Conference - Buffalo, Central Connecticut
State, Chicago State, Troy State and
Northeastern Illinois - will join incumbents Eastern, Western Illinois, Valparaiso and Youngstown State to make
up a new-look league that stretches east
across six states and two time zones.
Not only did the conference lose six
schools, but its commissioner saw
greener pastures elsewhere also as Jerry.
lppoliti, who so adamantly defended the
Mid-Con in its pursuit of other schools,
moved on to become the commissioner
of the Mid-American Conference.
Former assistant commissioner Jon
S.teinbrecher began duties as acting
commissioner .on July 1. A permanent
commissioner is expected to be named
by January 1995 by a selection committee headed by Eastern president David
Jorns.
McBee has made no secret of his
intentions of getting Eastern out of the
troubled Mid-Con, and has been selling
the prospects of the university to the
Ohio Valley Conference since taking
over in June.
"Two years from now, hopefully,
we'll ·be out of the Mid-Continent Con-

ference," McBee said. ''I'd like to be in
the Ohio Valley if we had the chance.
They have similar schools (as Eastern),
but we can't do that until we're invited.
Talking to AD's from .t he other (OVC)
school's, they've all been real positive."
The unstability of the Mid-Con has
disturbed many people , including a
number of Eastern coaches. Eastern volleyball coach Betty Ralston's disapproval
has stemmed from the schedule that her
team will be forced to put up with this
season, one that will include only eight
home matches.
"Our whole conference schedule is
almost worthless," Ralston said of a
conference set that shrunk from 18
down to 10. "It's just a big drop from
what we had. We'll only be playing a
third the number of matches we played
last year. It's just so meaningless."
The conference breakdown with the
new alignment includes Eastern, Western, Valpo, Chicago State, Northeastern
and Kansas City in the West, leaving
Youngstown, Buffalo, Connecticut and
Troy State in the East in an unbalanced
set-up. This is the blueprint for all sports
in the conference except for men's and
women's basketball, in which divisional
play will not begin until the 1995-96
season.
With the loss of six teams comes the
loss of annual standbys that consistently
challenge for the conference title year
after year. Such was the case with
Northern Illinois in volleyball, a team
that finished 18-0 in the Mid-Con and
was looked up to by its opponents.
"The problem with losing a team like
Northern is now we're on par with the
rest of the conference," Ralston said.
"There's no team there that you can
say, 'lefs_try to be like them. "'
And it's tough when the majority of
your schedule is made up of teams
you've never seen before.
"The problem is, I'll have to chase
down information on schools that I
·know very little about,;,- Eastern men's
basketball coach Rick Samuels said.
But new teams mean fresh faces and
unique adversaries, especially from
schools six states away.
'Tm looking forward to developing
some new rivalries that we'll be going
through the next few years, " Samuels
said. "That's a challenge we'll look forward to."

McBee looks
to start nevv
athletic era
By RANDY USS
Guide sports editor

Bob McBee is a difficult man to get a
hold of.
Meetings, meetings and more meetings
make up a busy work day and busy work
week for the seventh athletic director in the
history of Eastern Illinois. Phone calls are
returned, eventually, and running ·late for
appointments are everyday occurences.
Such is a way of life for Dr. Robert
McBee, trying to become accustomed to a
school he is not ·familiar with and a staff
that does not look nearly the same as it did
only a few months ago. McBee is in no
way comfortable yet.
__
"Comfortable is not the word," McBee
agrees, still getting his feet wet in the ways
of Eastern athletics and the Midwest in
general. "We still have an assistant athletic
director position to fill and a baseball position to fill. We're pleased with the people
we have, and now we're talking to Panther
Club people and members of the community to see.how else we can improve."
McBee was hired to direct Panther athletics in March, and since beginning in
June has been busy trying to fill a staff that
depleted itself this summer.
"We've had some changes in staff positions, people leaving for various reasons,"
McBee said. "We're trying to get everything in place and get things refined."
When McBee entered into the Eastern
fold, it ended a five-year stay as athletic
director at Robert Morris in· Pennsylvania,
a school similar to Eastern in size.
"When I came to Robert Morris, "
McBee said, "the only thing we were
halfway decent at was men's basketball,
and we weren't even that good. The perception for opponents was 'oh goody,
here comes Robert Morris.'
"When I left, it was 'oh hell, here comes
Robert Morris. "'
Robert Morris went from athletic geeks
to an institution that won 11 Northeast
Conference championships during
McBee's stay· , and the school will field a

File photo by Dee Ann Villecco

Bob McBee brings a solid track record
and new ideas to the Eastern fold.
football team this year for the first time,
compliments of McBee.
"We really came on the last four years,"
McBee said , "and that was by taking .
advantage of every dollar we had to spend.
And that's what we plan to do here. If
we're going to be competitive, we have to
use our money wisely, and recruit the best
student-athletes possible."
--:-McBee will apparently be steering the
ship for () while, but there could be choppy
waters ahead . Eastern was randomly
selected by the U.S. Department's Office
of Civil Rights for a review of its sports
programs to see if it is complying with with
national gender equity codes last spring.
· McBee recently added women's soccer
to the Panther fold, a move that he stresses had nothing to do with gender equity.
"We didn't add women's soccer because
of gender equity. We added it because it
was the right sport to add," McBee said.
"Women's soccer is the most booming
sport out there on the high school level
and the college level. We wanted to add
women's soccer before even thinking of
gender equity."
McBee .ha~ Gl~aJo.ok,aq~"W~''to.
improve thft'·.athtetiG'°f®ilil:~'"orl'~m~;.
and said that one possibility would be to
add seat backs to the bleachers in Lantz
Gymnasium. Lantz has gone practically
untouched since Eastern joined the Division I corps in 1981.
McBee has a plan, a vision in which
he sees Eastern as a regional force to be
reckoned with. The Presbyterian graduate
did it once, and thinks he can do it again.
"I want to be competitive in all sports,"
McBee said. "When five years rolls around,
I want (opponents) to say 'oh no, here
comes Eastern."

Coaches, adtninistrators leave university over suininer
Look at the face of the Eastern athletic department and
you will see changes. Lots of them.
Making tl;ie most noise was the departure of baseball
q~ach Dan ~allahan, who ended, a-si;c-year run at Eastern
~en he lefpn early July to take tl'ie 1l~d baseball )9b at
sbuthern Illihois University at Carboncrale. MCBee"is on
the hot seat to get a new baseball coach in place for"the
start of fall practice on Sept. 1.
Less than a week after Callahan's departure, assistant
athletic director and golf coach Paul Lueken jumped ship

as well, moving on to become the athletic director at Slippery Rock. Mike Mancen, a Mattoon golf instructor, was
named to replace Lueken as the university's golf coach.
In June, associate athletic director Joan Schmidt was
reassigned to teach physical education after 1 7 years at
her former post. No explanation was given for the reassignment.
Former acting athletic director and women's track
coach John Craft was named acting associate athletic
director at the end of July, and former acamedic advisor

-

Don Dawson left campus to take a similar position at the ,
University of Alabama. McBee plans to combine lhe for- !mer duties of Schmidt and Dawson into one compliance- .:
academic advisor position.
·
'
Men's tennis coach John Bennett also resigned earlier
this summe, so women's tennis coach John Ross will
oversee the men's team as well. And men's cross country
coach John Mcinerney had women's cross country and
women's track added to his list of jobs.
- S taff report

Hours
11 a.m. -2:30 a.m.
Everyday
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WELCOME BACK!
11

Burritos As Big As Your Head! '®
1

W

atisfy when t e bars can't

Randy
Liss

SUPPORT

Predictions,
and lots more
to chew on
Who knows what evil lurks in
the hearts of men? Who knows
what evil lurks in the world of
sports? With a new school
year, comes new possibilities.
And predictions. So if all this
doesn't actually come to pass,
then hey, go hire a palm reader.
I predict that the Eastern athletic department will be confused with a shuttle bus with all
the coaches coming and going .
. . .that new athletic director
Bob McBee will truly enjoy the
fast food establishments of
Charleston .
. ..that Willie High will make
every other running back in the
Gateway Conference look like
chopped onion .
. ..that Jerry Krause will wish
he traded Scottie Pippen for
Shawn Kemp .
. ..that the Lady Panther volleyball team will forget that it
has a home gym .
. . .that the St. Louis Blues
will be sick of Mike Keenan's
dictator-like approach by about
- November.
... that Billy the Panther
would make a wonderful choice
for commissioner of the MidContinent Conference .
...that Bob McBee will truly
enjoy the fast food establishments of Mattoon
.. that the Eastern baseball
program will miss Dan Callahan .
.t 1at Peh, M% h wil w•ft
th E-.dsterr footbdll te .... m $ •our
wa quarterback derbv.
that T 0'1 Kukoc will wish
that Jerry Krause traded Scott.e
Pippen for Shawn Kemp .
.. .that by December, the
Eastern athletic department will
be described as being in a shambles .
... that Frank Thomas will win
the American League MVP
award, if there is one .
. . . that 0 .J. and fried will
soon be used in a sentence that
doesn't concern breakfast.
... that the Eastern womens'
basketball team will improve on
last season when it only won
five games - and win six .
. . .that the strength of the
Chicago Bears will be their
defense, while the strpngth of
the Panther football team will be
- uh, well, there's always placekicker Steve Largent.
... that the Eastern mens' basketball team will make Rick
Samuels wish he went to
Nebraska-Omaha.
... that Lantz Gym with possible seat backs will be better than
Lantz Gym without seat backs,
but will still take a back seat to
every other college arena in Illinois .
. . .that if there is a baseball
strike, the Chicago Cubs will not
be allowed to participate, since
they have not been a part of the
major leagues this year anyway.
. . .that Bob McBee will find
that in taking his new position at
Eastern, he bit off more than he
could chew, if that's possible.

PAREN'TS

EASTERN'S

CLUB

Name:
City: - - - - - - - - S t a t e : _______ Zip: _____ Phone:

..

-------i

Studenfs Name: ________________ Circte Year in School FR SO JA SR
Student Social Security#

--------------------------1

New Membership ---Renewal ______ one year Family Membership, $10.00

Pay by Check, VisalMasteroard (Circle card) Card#------~-----..........._...-.,...........

PARENTS CLUB PROJECTS
• 15 $800 Parents Scholarships awarded Annually • Maintains Parents Club Student Emergency Loan Fund
•Published Parents Club Survival Manual & Quarterly Newsletter • Co-sponsors Parents Weekend
•Members receive advance mailings of Parents Weekend ticket forms • Supports other University projects
Make Checks payable to EIU Parents Club. Send form and.check to:
Parents Club, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston IL 61920
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MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm
sure my college degree and good grades kept
me in the running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management experience I got
through Anny ROTC that won them over.
Army ROTC taught me responsibility, selfdiscipline and leadership. Those are things you
just can't learn from a textbook.
I don't know where I'd be right now if I
hadn't enrolled in Army ROTC, but I do know
one thing for sure ... I wouldn't be here.

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit Room 308, IQehrn Hall or call
581-5944

Spikers
ready for
ne-w--look
league

Hours:

Midtown Plaza
217 Lincoln Ave
345-4954
FAX: 345-5972

Mon-Fri 7 :30 a.m.to 8 p.m.

Sat 8:30 a.m, to 5 p.m.
Sun 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

By RANDY USS
Guide sports editor

As with every other Eastern
sports team that participates in
the Mid-Continent Conference,
the Lacjy Panther volleyball team
will be looking at a number of
.new opponents this season.
Gone is 1993 champion
Northern Illinois, which went an
incredible 18-0 in conference
play last year. Gone is Wright
State, which knocked the Lady
Panthers, who finished in third
place in the Mid-Con with a 126 regular-season mark, out of
the conference tournament by
defeating them in the semi-finals.
Such newfound parity in the
league has Eastern coach Betty
Ralston looking forward to the
1994 season.
'Tm optimistic and excited,"
said Ralston, who is returning for
her 12th season on the Lady
Panther bench. "This should be
a good year. I think our strengths
are at outside hitter, with our
three seniors, and are weaknesses may be at setter and middle
hitter, though I don't really consider them weaknesses. "
Ralston said that for Eastern
to have a solid season, the key
will be to replace graduating setter Amy Van Eekeren. Right
now, freshman Kara Harper is
slated as the Lady Panthers '

•-1 .,:j..;:J'~
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•Copies

• Full Color Copier

•Resumes

• Offset Printing

•Typing

• Self-Serve Copy Center

• Graduation
• Much More!
Announcements

(Across from Credit Union 1)

219 Lincoln Ave. Charleston, IL 61920
Ph. (217) 345-6313 •Fax (217) 345-~31~ '.

•BILLIARDS•
BAR
_.• ...
BANQUET:·
EACILITV
..
.
.
.
.
"
"
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Open 7days aweek
Moh-Sat: 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
Sun: Noon-11 p.m. ·
Barentry age 21
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~
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Involved in
and working for
,..,.....-~-=fir"""\""' a better Charleston

MENU/CARRY-OUT
Student Sunday Bnmch 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
All you can eat $5.95

parties, weddings, etc .. 200 capacity

• Live D.J.
Top 40 uHot Hits" every night

• Pool 6-Classic Tables

Includes: salad bar, 2 entrees, vegetables, dessert
We challenge you to fill up on our Brunch!

uBest in Charleston"

• Laser Karaoke
sing along Tuesday 7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m. Friday

• Big Screen/Satellite 'IV's/8 regular TV's
(Sports headquarters)

• Dart Video center
• Compact Disc Juke Box
• 4:00 Club (Friday)
free appetizers

• We never charge cover
Restaurant is open to everyone until 9 p.m. each day.
After 9 p.m. you must be 21 to enter restaurant area

"A SPLASH OF CLASS"
EDUCATION IS OUR FUTURE
CHARLESTON'S #l ALTERNATIVE

Restaurant, Bar,
Banquet facility
Phone~ 348-7849 (STIX)
call for carry-out

• New all-Purpose Banquet facility

0

Let Us Be Your Full .. Service Printer

number one setter. .
Meanwhile, Piwowarczyk put
"We found another little setter together a nice little season of
in Kara," Ralston said, "and the her own, finishing third on the
thing is, the kids will have to get team with 313 kills and fifth with
used to somebody new setting 244 digs.
for them."
"I think Kaaryn was the best
Sophomore Vanessa Wells all-around player in the conferwas originally penciled as the ence last year, which helps," Ralstarting setter, but she played so ston said. "Especially with (our)
well last year at an outside hitter schedule, Kaaym and Sherri are
spot that she won a job there going to have to step up their
instead.
game a lot. "
That schedule will consist of
"Vanessa earned an outside
hitter spot as a freshman last four long road trips and will
year," Ralston said, "so she will include matches with national
be our number two setter and powers Texas, New Mexico,
play the back row."
Wisconsin and Idaho. Because of
And Ralston will be expecting the conference changes, Eastern
big things from returning senior will only host eight home matchhitters Kaaryn Sadler and Sherri es this year.
Piwowarczyk. Sadler led the
Also returning for action are
Lady Panthers in kills a year ago senior hitter Brigid Brennan,
and set a single-season record · juniors Amy Poynton and
for kills with 468. Sadler also led Heather Brewster, sophomore
Eastern in digs with 4 7 4, and Jenny Damon .and redshirt-freshbecame only the third Lady Pan- man Monica Brown. Freshmen
ther in school history to finish recruits include Harper, Shana
with 400 or more kills and 400 Bjornstad, Lindsey Celba .and
or more digs in a season.
Lorri Sommer.

RE$T~URANT
'
_,,

Students

File photo by Elissa Broadhurst

The Eastern volleyball team talks a few things over in a timeout during a match last year. The Lady Panthers look to have
a big year in a different conference set-up this year.

•
•
•
•

Steaks • Ribeye, New York Strip
Fish sandwich or dinner, tuna salad
Original fries
Italian beef with mozzarella

• BLT
• Pizza, "best in town" taco and spicy white. Extra tasty.
• Mucho Nachos
• Appetizers combo basket: onion rings, poppers,
mushroom, mozz sticks, hot chicken wings,
crab rangoon, mini corn dogs.
• Chef salad
• Chicken fajita salad
• Chicken breast
• Salad bar daily side salad with dinner
• Sunday brunch 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. (see above)
•Join us everyday for our pasta & salad bar $4.50
Health conscious food.

RESTAURANT • BILLIARDS • BAR • BANQUET FACILITY

'Welcome Bacl< Students! ·
join Us For

"The Ultimate College Shopping Experience"
r------------------------------------,
Check Cashing Service
I

s3oo

Registration Special
with coupon

•Out of Town Banks •Money Orders
•Payroll
•Parent's Checks
•Open Weekends &.
•Liberal Limits
Evenings
Limited Enrollment
L------------------------------------~

• l!Us
.
Tokens Mailbox, Shipping
Clo th1ng
~
ouven1r
Department
and Parcel Depot.

•Glassware
•T-Shirts
Complete Pacl<aging and
•Hats
•Shorts
Shipping Department ·
•SJ, leAt:SIWtS~ ... -~Gre.eting Cards ·Packing Supplies (Boxes, Tape Envelopesr
•Gifts
•EIU Basketball
·Private Mailboxes
•EIU Beer Shirt
Shirts
·Fax sending/receiving
·Money Orders
. Also f eaturlng:
·Laminating
CO-ED Naked
·Keys Made
Hats &. Shirts
·Passport/ID Photos
50 Styles to Choose from
·Resumes
·Copies

.

:

Film &.. Film Processing
·Overnight Service
·Always Double Prints

Send.your pacl<age anywhere wittf:
·UPS
~
·DPft
. ·Federal Express

·US Mail

·Roadway
·Airborne

r------------------------------------------------, r---------------------------------------------,

Mom &.. Dad

Phone#

SAVE THIS

The Balloon &. Gift Delivery
Students
Name:
Department is
------Address:
equipped &. ready
- - - - - -to show you care •
for any occasion;
Occasion: _ __ _ _ __

345~4600

Hours:

Birthday,
Graudation,
Congratulations ...

Mon.-Thurs. 9am-8pm
Fri. - - - - -9am-6pm

J
Sat• - - - - 10am- 5 pm
.
Sun ____ 1pm-Spm $10.95 - Balloon Bouquet, Candy,
·
!
Card &. Delivery
!
1

1

L------------------------------------------------~

Mail to:

407 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, IL 61920

---------------------------------------------
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Seasons on the brink

WET'N'WILD

Hoop programs rebuild for coming year
By RANDY USS

By RANDY USS

Break your boundaries.

Guide sports editor

Guide sports editor

The Citizen Aqualand Collection.

The trick about rebuilding a team is that you have
to be really, really bad before you can get good.
That's what second-year coach John Klein and
his Lady Panthers have to remember when they
attempt to improve on a 5-21 1993-94 season
which saw them come close, but not close enough
to snagging the eighth and final seed in the MidContinent Conference postseason tournament.
Even though last year marked the third straight
year that the womens' basketball team has finished
with a win total in single figures, the building blocks
are in place for the Lady Panthers to begin the long
climb upward to respectability.
After former coach Barbara Hilke resigned after
disastrous 3-24 record in 1992-93, Klein was
selected to bring some direction to the program.
And although it still appears a bit lost on paper, the
team responded to Klein's coaching style at the end
of last season by nearly reaching the conference
playoffs.
That itself makes way for optimism that the Lady
Panthers are on the right track. Other reasons for
such a notion are the returns of a solid Lady Panther backcourt that includes senior point guard
Nicky Polka and junior off-guard Kenya Green. A
three-year starter, Polka averaged 9.6 points a
game and 5.8 assists a year ago, while Green averaged 7.7 points and 5.6 rebounds.
Eastern will also welcome back returning starters
Sarah Probst and Tourrie Frazier. Probst, the team's
center, averaged 6.3 points and 3.9 boards a game
as a sophomore, while Frazier averaged 7.0 points
a game and 4.3 rebounds as a junior forward.
Also returning to the Lady Panthers for the
1994-95 campaign will be senior forward LaShema
Marble, junior forward Kelly Stancil, junior center
Missy Beck and sophomore guard Christine
Bochnak. Freshman recruits Allison Lee, Jaime
Eades, Teresa Habat, Jess Laska and Carrie Weber
will also help out.

The first watch with built-in depth

The Eastern mens' basketball team can sort of

be considered in limbo this season.
Without the possibility of an automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament for the winner of the MidContinent Conference this year, the Panthers will
have to grin and bear watching the NCAA tourney on television no matter how good a season
they have. The automatic bid, lost because of the
lack of stability the Mid-Con has shown in recent
months, will be returned for the 1995-96 season.
In the meantime, Rick Samuels, set to begin his
15th year on the Panther bench, hopes his squad
can improve on the 12-15 showing of a year ago.
Eastern will return the last connection of its
lone trip to the NCAA tourney from three years
ago in seniors Louis Jordan, Andre Rodriguez and
Derrick Landrus. Jordan, a 6-5 forward, was
named to the All-Mid-Con second team after a
season in which he finished as Eastern' s secondleading scorer by averaging 12 points a game in
24 starts.
Rodriguez started at power forward last year,
but with the -graduation of two of the Panthers'
centers last spring, may be asked to switch over to
the middle this season. The Oak Park native
played high school ball with Jordan and averaged
9. 7 points per game and 4. 9 rebounds in 25
starts a year ago.
·
Landrus, a native of Charleston, led Eastern in
most offensive categories last season, including
scoring (12.4), assists (3.6) and minutes played
(804). The starting off-guard was also the only
Panther to start all 27 games.
Also returning for duty to play major roles will
be point guard Johnny Hernandez, junior forward
Michael Slaughter, junior center Walter Graham
and sophomore guard Johnny Moore.
Included in the mix will be freshmen recruits
Rick Kaye, Eric Frankford, Eric Minor, Michael
Shaver and Idris Osei-Agyeman.

sensor lets you go overboard any
time. Aqualand diving watches
come fully-equipped with depth
meter, depth alarm, elapsed divetime chronograph, maximum
depth recording and dive time
alarm functions, calendar and
stopwatch. Water-resistant to
200 meters. Priced from $450.
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634 W. Lincoln Ave.
West Park Plaza
Charleston.... IL 61920
Next to ;:,ubway

Ask about our Student Discounts

"YOUR JOLLV HABERDASHER"

RON &SUE LEATHERS
OWNERS

D\sc.ounts
00 Group
orderst

T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Sweatpants
Jerseys

PECIALI I G I
PRINTING
SILKSCREENING
TRANSFERS

Discounts
on Group
ordersf

Dress Shirts
-Dress Pants
Jackets
.Hats
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Winds of change hit
baseball team hard
By RANDY LISS

a lot of returning talent to work
with.
Although a large chunk of
When most students left cam- Eastern's talented pitching staff
pus for summer vacation three graduated in the spring, the Panmonths ago, the Panther base- thers still have senior hurlers
ball team stood in first place in Willy Hilton and Chris Hall and
the Mid-Continent Conference junior Brian Neal. Hilton and
with a 14-6 league record, and Hall each won a pair of games,
Eastern coach Dan Callahan was and Neal notched two saves in
ready to lead his team into a 25 innings for the Panthers last
weekend series at Youngstown year.
·state that would determine the
The Panthers will have a trio
conference championship.
of seniors to highlight a strong
A lot has changed since then. infield as well. Three-year startThe Panthers, saddled with ing shortstop Melesio Salazar hit
high title expectations, were .302 and led the team in at-bats,
swept in a doubleheader by the hits, and runs scored.
Penguins, and Wright State
Infielder Tony Grillo, who
knocked off Valparaiso in its started games at both short and
final series of the year to take second base, led the team in hithome the title.
ting with a .330 average and
Six weeks later, Callahan tied for the team lead in runshimself left the university to take batted-in with 29 in only 106 atthe head baseball job; at'" South·. bats.
em IlliQois. ..
·
"
Also coming back will be
The Panthers, who finished senior catcher Shawn Guenther,
1994 with a 24-24 record after junior utilityman Steve Dunlop,
beginning the season 1-12, have senior outfielders Joch Martin
yet to hire a new baseball coach, and Steve Kimble and sophobut whoever is chosen will have more outfielder Ty Ziegler.
Guide sports editor

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
Walgreens can fill your prescriptions from back home ...
Just bring in your bottle and we'll do the rest!
PuRE AMERICAN

COKE 12 PACKS

KEYSTONE 12PK

SPRING WATER

Classic, Diet,
Caffeine Free or Sprite

Regular, Light, Dry

89~

$279

$399

LADIES CANVAS

KLEENEX TISSUE

WALGREEN

SHOES

175's

$399

88~

Saline Solutioa for
Sensitive Eyes

1.5 Liter

Limited
Quantities

Lady Panthers to be
keyed by returnees

WALGREENS

By RANDY LISS

Isopropyl Alcohol 70%

Antiseptic Mouth Rinse

44~

$199

Guide sports editor

After a season in which the
Eastern softball team bucked the
odds and surprisingly advanced
to the finals of the Mid-Continent Conference tournament

Att,e~ a ~w statt,::th~J.ady.2.an

thers and coach Beth Perine
know they won't be able to
sneak up on anyone this year.
Hilke will have the luxury of
10 returnees on her roster this
season, and will look to improve
on last year's 24-28 finish.
Eastern will be returning the
cornerstones of its infield in first
baseman Nicole Chapman and
junior catcher Sharna McEwan.
Chapman hit .335 with 22 runsbatted-in while leading the team
in runs scored with 28 and
triples with eight in 1994. McEwan hit .333 and led the team
with a pair of home runs and 3 4

RB!.

Joining them in the infield will
be junior shortstop Shannon
Hutson, senior second baseman
Luann Schleeter and senior
shortstop Aimee Klein. One of
those three will most likely shift
over to th1rd base.
, , 'fhe<Lroif ·Panther outfield is
headed by sophomore center
fielder Jennifer Cherveny, who
led Eastern in hitting (.354) and
stolen bases (11) as the team's
leadoff hitter.
Eastern counted on only two
pitchers most of last season, and
will probably do the same this
year as well. Junior Missy Porzel
went 13-14 with a 2.73 earnedrun-average in 32 starts a year
ago, and junior Amy Bradle was
8-13 with a 2.60 ERA.
Eastern will also return a pair
of sophomores in catcher Jamie
Skerski and infielder Bridget
Ward.

Assorted Sizes

16 OZ

99~
Regular $1. 79

WALGREEN

48oz

ToZAI T-120
Premium Video
Tape 2•4•6 Hour

2
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$ 00

SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH AUGUST 27, 199

c&MVideo Presents...
*free Mem~ershi~

*O~en 1~ays
*24 Hour Dro~ Box
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PETS&
SUPPLIES
1500 Madison Ave.

C1Jarlesto1z

Hours:

Mon·Fri 7:30 a.m.to 8 p.m.
Sat 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sun 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Hours:
M-F 10:30-8:00
Sat. 10:30-6·00
Sun. 12:00-5:00
Madison Street
15th
St
4th
St

tN

I

*We S~ecial Or~er
Movies &Vi~eo Games
*Gift Certificates
Availa~le

(£\.~
VIDEO

.I

Petropics
18th
St
Lincol~

Avenue

348-1018

440 W. Lincoln Charleston

Academy Award ® winners Daniel Day-Lewis and
Emma Thompson star in Jim Sheridan's riveting , true
saga about the struggle and ultimate triumph of an inno-

Store Hours:
Monday- Saturday 9a.m. -Midnight
Sunday 11 a.m. -Midnight

34 •7700 •
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Make life easier wit

What's so special about CallEdge Roommate
long distance service?
It's simple. It's long distance unlike any other . . .
designed especially for the long distance calling
needs of off-campus students who share a phone
with roommates.
1 YOU GET A SEPARATE LONG DISTANCE BILL
FOR YOUR CALLS ONLY - no more questions
about who made which calls and who pays!
2

you GET THE GUARANTEED LOWEST
BASIC RATE OF AT&T, MCI AND SPRINT ON
EVERY DOMESTIC CALL - we compare the
basic rates of AT&T, MCI and Sprint for each
domestic calL then guarantee to meet or beat
the lowest basic rate for that call

3. YOU GET A CALLEDGE CALLING CARD - for
easy long distance calling when you're away
from home anywhere, anytime.
.
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When you sign up for CallEdge Roommate
long distance, your personal authorization code
allows you to get a separate bill for your long
distance calls only. Any or all roommates can
have CallEdge Roommate long distance, so they
can share a phone without the hassle of sharing a
long distance bill
You'll also save big bucks with Consolidated's
guarantee to meet or beat the lowest basic rate of
AT&T, MCI and Sprint on every domestic call
It's easy, so why wait Take charge of your
long distance charges ... sign up for CallEdge
today.
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· Your telephone now offers everything
you've ever wanted in an answering machineand more. Yet it couldn't be easier to use.
It's as easy to use as making a phone call

Just pick up your p hone and a special "stutter''
·tone tells you when you've got a message. Enter
the access number and your code, then listen to
your messages. It's that simple.
Works 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

THE ANSWER works all the time-whether
you're in or out or already on the phone. (No
answering machine can do that) It can't be accidentally unplugged or turned off. Callers never
get a busy signal Instead, they'll get THE ANSWER with a personal message in your voice,
asking for their message-even if you're in the
middle of a call
Listen to your messages from any phone

No more running to an answering machine to
get your messages. THE ANSWER lets you get
your messages from any Touch Tone phone.
From a friend's phone. On the road Even when
you're home on Christmas break!
• Nothing to service
• No equipment to buy
• No tapes to replace • Nothing to break down
•Never a busy signal •Nothing to turn off or on
TIIE ANSWER turns your phone into the
smartest, fastest, easieSt,.most reliable answering
system available anywhere at any price.
Only $3.50 per month
THE ANSWER for on-campus students, too!
()n-campus students can sign up for THE
ANSWER by going to the Telecommunications Department in the Telephone and
Security Building at the corner of 7th and
Grant. The cost is only $14.00 per semester.

No need to wait. Call today. Avoid the rush.
To order local phone service, The Answer and CallEdge long distance,
call 1 800 553-9981 today. No installation delays!
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